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It’s been a mixed bag for India and two Telugustates last month.  In the month of June,  pleas-
ant time began with Prime Minister Narendra

Modi’s speech at US congress.  Changed attitudes.
Ended apprehensions. World’s largest and power-
ful nations have started  a fresh journey with rare
comradery and cooperation. As usual opposition -
left and left to center parties - have thrown bricks of uncharitable criti-
cism. The AAP  supremo and Delhi chief minister, Arvind Kejriwal, who
is not only eager to join ever skeptical opposition but emerge as it’s key
leader has naturally been more vocal in attacking Modi. But all this noise
mostly went unnoticed by people.  As month was reaching an end, ISRO
made Indians proud of their Space scientists once again by putting 20
satellites in a single launch. Only 3 countries in world can match ISRO’s
capability in this area now.

When it comes to Telugu states. Both Telangana and Andhra Pradesh
governments are busy in perusing their flagship projects in irrigation,
industries and infrastructure development. In Telangana the government
which has began its journey as a  surplus state  is now turning every pos-
sible department into a revenue earning department. Power tariff, RTC
bus charges were hiked. Traffic Police department is busy making money
for the government by chasing poor two-wheeler drivers for  ‘violations’
like not wearing helmet rather than regulating the traffic. In fact state
police chief wants to relieve his colleague from traffic regulation and go
all out challaning hapless vehicle drivers. So we can only expect more
sarkari extortion on Telangana state roads in coming days.

When governments are fully immersed in collecting more money
from the middle class,  land grabbers and scamsters are busy taking
advantages of opportunity. In some cases law protectors themselves are
helping people involved in illegal activities. One such case where land
grabbers could get unequivocal support    from officers of registration –
revenue department besides protection from policemen including an ACP
of Cyberabad police commissionerate came into light in ‘The News’
investigation.  On the other hand the scam in APCO, that your magazine
has brought out exactly an year ago, is being investigated now by the
institution of Lokayukta. The effort of our correspondents has lead to
timely exposure of the nefarious activities of these scamsters. The total
money involved in these two scams is around Rs.800 crore. As this is
tax payers money and property, these stories naturally make into cover
package of the month.

Truth and righteousness should prevail. Stories which help doing this
are The News you like. This fact drives us to probe and present the facts
to you.
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The News NeTwork.

After ATMs now Hyderabad is
going have ATWs, `any time

water' kiosks, offering water. Over
200 ATWs to offer water at Re 1
per litre, will come up in the city
soon. These water kiosks will

come up at bus railway stations,
government hospitals, parks and
tourist hotspots in the city.
Hyderabad may be the third city to
get water kiosks after Delhi and
Kolkata.
In order to provide potable

water at affordable price, the
Hyderabad Metropolitan Water
Supply and Sewerage Board

(HMWS&SB) has tied up with
two Delhi-based firms and a city
firm to install water kiosks in the
city from July 1. Though the water
board had planned to sell water
through `bubble top' cans, it
scrapped the plan due to various
reasons. “To implement the plan,

the HMWS&SB had invited
expression of interest (EOI) a few
months ago. Responding to the
notification, nine firms came for-
ward to take up the work, but
based on track record, the board
has selected Shresht Industries
Private Limited, Hyderabad,
Fontus Water Pvt Ltd, and
Supreme Water Developers, New

Delhi, to install the kiosks.
The HMWS&SB has asked

these firms to put up water kiosks
at KBR Park, Nizam's Institute of
Medical Sciences (Nims) and
Lumbini Park on a pilot basis.
KBR Park and Nims confirmed
about installing the kiosks and they
would function from July 1
onwards. The firms have to bear
rent for occupying the piece of
land. The board will supply water
and they will in turn convert it into
mineral water and supply for Re
1per litre to citizens. Regarding
Lumbini Park, the water board
sources revealed that the
Hyderabad Metropolitan
Development Authority (HMDA),
however, raised objections, saying
a canteen was already operating at
the park. Buddha Purnima Project
officials have suggested to the
water board to install kiosks at
Sanjeevaiah Park instead of
Lumbini Park as there was no
potable water there.
The water board, however, per-

mitted the firms to tap water from
the nearby distribution network
and, in case, there was no such
facility, the board will supply
tankers. According to the agree-
ment with the firms, they would
set up water kiosks based  on
build-own-operate-transfer
(BOOT)  method and, after seven
years, the water board would take
them over. 
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The long-pending demand of
`local status' for people who
shift from Telangana to

Andhra Pradesh has finally been
met. In a success moves first the
President Pranab Mukherjee has
given his assent to amend the two
Orders governing recruitment to
public employment and admission
to educational institutions. Then the
AP state government has released
notification accordingly. With this
the new Orders, which came into
force with immediate effect, are ap-
plicable to people who move to AP
from Telangana before June 2,
2017. 
Following the President's nod,

the Union home ministry issued or-
ders amending the Andhra Pradesh
Educational Institutions (Regula-
tions of Admissions) Order, 1974,
and the Andhra Pradesh Public Em-
ployment (Organisation of Local
Cadres and Regulation of Direct
Recruitment) Order, 1975.The first
order deals with the ̀ local status' for
admission to educational institu-
tions, while the second order gov-
erns recruitment to government
jobs. The AP government employ-
ees welcomed the amendments.
Many of them expressed their will-
ingness to shift to Amaravati now
that their children will be consid-
ered `local' in the upcoming capital
city and easily gain admission to
professional courses. According to
the new orders Andhra Pradesh Ed-
ucational Institutions (Regulation of
Admission) Amendment Order,
2016, and Andhra Pradesh Public
Employment (Organisation of
Local Cadres and Regulation of Di-

rect Recruitment) Amendment
Order, 2016 the migrants from
Telangana to AP will be considered
`locals' in the place of their resi-
dence. In other words, if a person
from Telangana shifts to Visakhap-
atnam before the deadline, he will
be considered ̀ local' in Visakhapat-
nam. And if he settles down in Gun-
tur, he will be a `local' in that place.
The Presidential assent comes

after two years of efforts by the AP
government. The orders have fixed
the time period June 2, 2014 to June
2, 2017 for consideration of local

status. As many as 20,000 AP gov-
ernment employees working in Hy-
derabad had put the pre-condition
that they will shift to Amaravati by
June 27 this year provided the state
government granted the `local sta-
tus' to them.
With regard to the Order on ed-

ucational institutions, the central
government carried out the amend-
ment by inserting the following in
paragraph 4 after sub-paragraph (2):
“Notwithstanding anything con-
tained in sub-paragraph (1) or (2), a
candidate who migrates to any part
of the state of P from the state of

Telangana within a period of three
years from the 2nd day of June,
2014 shall be regarded as the local
candidate in the state of Andhra
Pradesh at the place of his residence
and be treated on par with the local
candidates residing in that area, in
accordance with such guidelines as
may be issued by the Government
of Andhra Pradesh for the purpose
of education“.The government also
added the local status clause in
paragraph 7, after sub-paragraph (2)
of the Andhra Pradesh Public Em-
ployment (Organisation of Local

Cadres and Regulation of Direct
Recruitment) Order, 1975 making it
applicable to recruitment of jobs in
the government sector.
AP state’s Municipal minister P

Narayana said the state government
will ensure that the `local status'
amendment is not misused. Earlier,
Telangana government too report-
edly expressed fears that people
who migrate to AP will claim ̀ local
status' in both states. The AP gov-
ernment is likely to formulate its
own guidelines to ensure that peo-
ple do not claim `local status' in
both Telugu states.

AP `LOCAL STATUS'
COMES INTO FORCE
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As engineering and computer
courses are attracting majority

of EAMCET rankers  the number
of graduates with those subjects
has grown unprecidently.  A recent
survey suggests that every second
or third house in slum areas in the
city of Hyderabad has a Btech or
MCA graduate. The survey cund-
cted  by the Telangana Information
Technology Association(TITA ). It
's digital literacy team has survyed
three of the biggest slum areas in
the city. 
The survey covered 500 houses

in Adagutta slums, Nimboliadda
and in Moosapet. Most of the
Btech and MCA graduates from
these areas hail from families of
fruit vendors, drivers and even

house-helps, the survey pointed
out.

While the TITA findings ap-
peared to be rosy , they did paint a
grim picture regarding the employ-
ment scene in slum areas. “Btech,
MCA and BSC computer science
graduates and above second year
students were counted as digitally
literate in our survey . We found
that almost every second house had
one such graduate, but they were
largely unemployed,“ said Sundeep
Kumar Makthala, president TITA.
Lack of communication skills

was one of the main reasons for the
large number of unemployed grad-
uates, according to the survey
.Makthala said the fear for facing
interviews and the inability to com-
municate were major drawbacks
for many graduates. Another rea-

son, for the unemployment, he said,
could be “the large number of en-
gineering seats.“ 
The city has 20-odd slum areas,

where authorities will be taking up
digital literacy campaign which
will involve the Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation and the In-
formation Technology department.
Officials will teach slum dwellers
how to use a computer, Internet,
search engines, e-banking and e-
shopping facilities, among other
things.
In addition to this information,

the survey also suggested that 50
per cent of the households in the
city are digitally literate with at
least one person in the house able
to use Internet, email, e-banking, e-
shopping and online bill payment
facilities.  

Every 2nd house has tech
graduate in Hyd slums 
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The Andhra Pradesh govern-
ment will be paying about Rs.

One hundred crore as rent for pro-
viding office accommodation to
various departments close to capi-
tal city. For shifting of govern-
ment offices and departments
from Hyderabad government is
looking for private buildings in
and around Vijayawada and
Guntur. According to a senior
official, even if a conservative
price of  Rs 25 per sq ft. is paid to
take possession of about 40 lakh
sq ft. office space the government
will has to pay this huge sum
annually. The government has
directed the heads of depart-
ments (HoD) to take offices
on a three-year lease, which
means it, is not looking out
for any permanent office
soon.
A high-level committee,

comprising senior bureau-
crats B Sam Bob, Ajay
Kallam and K S Jawahar Reddy,
had initially estimated that nearly
50-55 lakh sq. ft. of space is
required to relocate the offices
from Hyderabad. While 4 lakh sq.
ft. of space in coming up in the
makeshift secretariat at
Velagapudi, another 6 lakh sq. ft.
of space available in the existing
government buildings is being uti-
lized for housing state-level
offices. The government is look-
ing out for space of 40 lakh sq. ft.
to shift offices and departments

from Hyderabad and hiring pri-
vate buildings is the only option.
The government has given free-
dom to HoDs to strike lease deals
with private persons if the rent is
below Rs 20 per sq. ft. The pro-
posal will have to be routed to a
senior officials' committee if the
rent is between Rs 20 and Rs 30
per sq. ft.
If the HoD is convinced that

his office should be located in a
posh building by paying in excess
of Rs 30 per sq. ft., it won't be a
task for him to get the
clearance from the

senior officials' com-
mittee.  With this doubts are being
raised that there is every possibili-
ty of connivance between the
builder and HoD to get a higher
sum quoted between Rs 20 and Rs
30 per sq. ft. Each office needs a
space not less than 20,000 sq. ft.
and the profit margin will be
huge. The government decisions
some opposition leaders allege

will only to help private people
and not the citizens. It is wastage
public money even while claiming
that the state's financial health is
in doldrums. They suggest gov-
ernment could have easily got all
permanent buildings in a year or
two in a cen-
tralized loca-
tion
with

the
money

being paid
to the realtors.

The staff
attached to nearly 33
departments and over

70 directorates and com-
missionerates, corporate offices
of corporations, autonomous bod-
ies like AP Public Service
Commission, State Election
Commission (SEC) and training
institutes are virtually running
helter-skelter to locate their
offices and residential accommo-
dations following the chief minis-
ter's decision to house all the
offices in the capital city region
by the end of June. They have got
a minor relief now that the date
has been extended to August
31.Curiously; the government
gave a decent burial to the propos-
als readied by a committee headed
by senior bureaucrats, which sug-
gest ted to make use of available
space in the existing government
offices and buildings, including
those available in Acharya
Nagarjuna University.

AP has to spend `100 crore
on annual building rents 
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great steal with police seal!

The New NeTwork.

Lands may be limited. But
grabbers are not. When
Telangana State govern-

ment is striving hard to find land
for its scheme to construct houses
for poor, huge chunk of land is

being grabbed in the heart of
Hyderabad city. Irony is grabbers
assisted, protected, encouraged by
officers and staff of very govern-
ment. Land worth Rs. Hundered
fifty – two hundred crores in open
market is being sold  by a team of
grabbers.  Wakf land around 35

acres in Moula Ali in which two
Heritage Precinct were also noti-
fied by state government  is being
fast converted into plots and sold
to hundreds of unaware middle
class buyers. While Muthavalli and
his family members of the Dargah
to which this land belongs to
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helped in the beginning latter a
grabbers could gain support of a
senior police officer from
Cyberabad police commisionarate
and staff in police, registration,
revenue departments. When a for-
mer municipal councilor of the
area who is also Muthavalli of two

Masjids is trying protecting wakf
land, the police officers and staff
supporting grabbers has begun
witch hunt. “I have brought the
issue of this valuable Wakf land
grabbing and a police officer of
Assistant commissioner of Police
(ACP) cadre fully supporting them
to the notice of DGP and Home
secretary to district collector. Still
grabbers could not only continue
to sell wakf land but hell bent up
on to restrict my fight by getting
me arrested under PD Act.”  Said
Mohd Ayub Ali (61), the lone man
fighting against private and public
servants involved in wakf land
scam. Latest on 25th May he has
complained RR District collector
against six people including ACP
(Malkajgiri) M.Ravichandra
Reddy. Speaking from an anony-
mous place he narrated the series
of events related to land grabbing.
Which amply revealing the nexus
between private persons involved
in illegal activities and government
officers, staff. And it also shows
how these officers supporting
those can make life miserable for
justice seeking individuals.
Grand plan to grab the Wakf

land has begun in with Muthavalli

of the Dargah(Hazarath Mir
Mehmood Saheb Pahadi of
Attapur) executing an unregistered
sale deeds one in favor of Pasham
Madhusudan Reddy and another in
Pilli Anjaneyulu Yadav. Originally
the land admeasuring 328 acres 10
guntas dry land and 56 acres 1
gunta wet land  was declared by
state government (A.P. State
Minorities & social walfare depart-
ment) in Gazette(SI.No: 2893) as
lands belonging to the Dargah.
Unregistered sale deed was execut-
ed In spite of gazette notification
but one of them, Anjaneylu Yadav
obtained an exparte decree of spe-
cific performance and pursuant to
the same got illegal sale deed exe-
cuted in respect of those lands.
With that he started selling the
land as plots. Ayub Ali has object-
ed to this and complained to wakf
board and revenue authorities
regarding the illegal sale of Dargah
property. While concern authorities
did not respond to stop, illegal land
seller Anjaneylu Yadav could file a
case against whistle blower in
Malkajgiri police station. 
Meanwhile the other party

involved in this wakf land selling,
Madhusudhan Reddy and others

I have brought the issue of this valuable Wakf land
grabbing and a police officer of assistant commis-

sioner of police (acp) cadre fully supporting them to
the notice of dgp and home secretary to district col-

lector. Still grabbers could not only continue to sell
wakf land but hell bent up on to restrict my fight by get-

ting me arrested under pd act
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claiming 246 acres and 18 guntas
under unregistered sale deed exe-
cuted by family members of
Muthavalli applied for Pattadar
Passbook for that land. But MRO
dismissed (on 21-03-2006) their
application clearly holding that
lands are Wakf property. Added to
this entire survey No.s 403, 420 to
426  and survey No.s 399,400,401
have Heritage Precincts rocks.
State Government has issued
orders (Go.ms No.68 MA dated
3rd Feb.2009) to this extent.
Undeterred, they filed an appeal
and could get an orders passed in
their favor. Actually this order goes
against Supreme Court decision in
such cases. Where the country’s
apex court said: Unless the gazette
notification in respect of Wakf land
is set aside by the appropriate
Wakf Tribunal for valid reasons
they said land remain as wakf land
and there cannot be any proceed-
ings in favor of any third party
going against gazette notification.
Knowing the orders of RDO which
are not legal Ayub Ali filed a writ
petition in High Court and
obtained interim order against
Joint Collector, RDO and MRO
not to proceed with regularization
of the unregistered sale deed in
favour of Madhusudhan Reddy

and others. In spite of court order
they tried to change the nature of
the land. When this was brought to
the notice of Joint Collector, he has
given orders of stay all further pro-
ceedings. The orders passed by
High Court and Joint Collector are
Continue in existence as on today
in both the cases.
While legal position is crystal

clear, Madhusudhan Reddy and
others are converting the land (in
survey No.s: 418 and 419) into

plots and registering them to buy-
ers. This is being entertained by
Ranga Reddi District Registrar’s
office at LB Nagar. “I have
brought to registering authorities
that these lands are Waklf property
and cannot be registered. Could
even get a board put before the
registration office. But within two
day board thrown out and registra-
tions continued.” Said Ayub Ali.
Interestingly in all registration doc-
uments pertaining to plots in this

In spite of court order they
tried to change the nature
of the land. When this was

brought to the notice of
Joint Collector, he has
given orders of stay all

further proceedings. The
orders passed by High

Court and Joint Collector
are Continue in existence

as on today in both the
cases
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wakf land same house num-
ber (43-449/35/1) is men-
tioned in schedule. There is
no such house number in
entire GHMC house numbers
list. And there is only  43-
449/35 house number is
available and  according to
GHMC records is in the
name of A.Sarala, who does
not even know that her house
number is manipulated and
used in illegally  selling wakf
land as plots and registering
them. This also reveals fraud-
ulent nature of documents
executed cheating both state
government and ignorant
buyers of those ‘plots’ which
neither have permission nei-
ther from HMDA nor from
GHMC.

As land valued at Rs. Ten
thousands per Sq.yard is being
sold by these people at basic value
Rs. Five thousands many middle
class buyers are falling in their
trap. With this as per open market
value the land being sold by value
will be around Rs.200 crores.
Apart from this Pilli Anjneyulu
Yadav is also executing sale pro-
ceed/deeds of ‘plots’ in survey
No.s 418 to 421 and 403 by way of
notary registrations. Precisely in
these survey No.s only there is a
four hundred years old shrine
‘Kadam-e-Rasool’ is existing. This
land belongs to Dargah Kohe
Moula Ali and this property is also
notified in gazette as wakf proper-
ty. As per information The News
could get at the time of going to
press Madhusudhan Reddy group
has sold away entire wakf land
belonging to this Dargah. With
help of his ‘friends’ in GHMC this
land is now filled with illegal
structures and huts built by buyers
of those plots. Small water pond,
abutting the Shrine Kadm-e-

Rasool is slowly being filled with
debris. Half of it is already filled
and being converted into plots.
Even when High court, Joint

Collector ordered against and
gazette notifications are clear why
officers of registration, revenue,
wakf board are turning blinds eye
to all these irregularities can be
easily understood.  It is learnt that
spoils are liberally shared with all
officers and staff in concern
departments. GHMC staffs are first
giving permission for construction
of houses there and once plot
owner gets loans and all other nec-
essary permissions GHMC staff
quietly cancelling the permission
in records to save their skin. On
the other side these illegal sellers
of land are able to muster courage
with full support of police.It Is
alleged that one Raeesuddin who
signed as witness in these ‘plots’
registration is actually acting as
intermediary between
Madhusudhan Reddy, Anjaneyulu
Yadav and ACP (Malkajgiri)
Ravichandra Reddy. Similarly they
could also get Malkajgiri Station

House officer to fully support
them.

You as a reader knowing
all this may feel  it is disgrace
to Telangana state govern-
ment that its officials and
staff themselves are abetting
and aiding land grabbing. So
did as Ayub Ali felt. But “As
person in public life and
devoted Muslim I have been
trying to protect the wakf
property. Alas, price I am
paying seems to be very high
as it has become threat to my
life now. They are able to get
active support, full coopera-
tion from  police officers and
staff in Malkajgir police sta-
tion area.” Said former con-
gress councilor of Malkajgir

during 2000-05. Ayub Ali in his
complaint to the district collector
RR district explained thereat in
detail: He says he is being
harassed by both revenue and
police authorities. The two main
persons who are selling away wakf
land P.Madhusudhan Reddy and
Pilli Anjaneyulu Yadav are in col-
lusion with   ACP, Malkajgiri and
SHO Malkajgir police station.
Ayub Ali alleged that ACP has
threatened him that he will be
booked under PD (Preventive
Detention) Act by booking some
suitable false cases. “The ACP said
by booking me under PD Act and
detaining will help those land
grabbers to sell wakf land without
anybody questioning them” said
Ayub Ali. To avoid this and contin-
ue his fight he has gone under-
ground. And raising the issue and
knocking the doors of all concern
authorities. It is usually said the
hands law are long. Weather offi-
cers and staff responsible for pro-
tecting law are going to use long
hands to protect legally right or the
other has to be seen. 

Mohd Ayub Ali
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When one cannot deny his
misdeeds immediate alterna-

tive cover it up. But stink of scan-
dals finally attract news hound. It
will dig vigorously. Eventually
truth starts getting exposed. This is
what happening to multi-crore
financial scandal in the Andhra
Pradesh State Handloom Weavers
Cooperative Society Limited
(APCO). Lokayukta of Telangana
and Andhra Pradesh has ordered
enquiry into it on May 13th   seek-
ing report to be submitted before
July 20th. K.Narasimha Reddy,
Inspector General (IG) of state
police who is presently with insti-
tution of Lokayukta is investigating

it. This move naturally is creating
jitters in persons involved in the
scam of around Rs. 600 crores.

Exactly a year back The News
has exposed  how a group of peo-
ple including the than chairman of
APCO, M Hanumantha Rao - mar-
keting officer Varaprasad, procure-
ment officer Prasada Reddy,
Kadapa district weavers’ society
president of that time Gujjala Srinu
and some others allegedly
siphoned off hundreds of crores of
Rs. When a social activist inspired
by story in the magazine’s request-
ed information under Right to
information (RTI) Act management
of APCO simply refused saying
their organization does not come
under RTI Act. Immediately filed

writ in High court and could get
stay so that need not reveal infor-
mation under RTI. And could hide
behind court order tried to save
their skin. But “I as social activist
and responsible citizen cannot be
expected to take lying.” Said
K.Venkata Naryana state president
of Jana Sankshema Sangham who
had complained about this to state
Lokayukta.
The scam originally has began

in the year 2010 when the school
education department decided to
procure school uniforms as part of
Rajiv Vidya Mission’s (RVM)
Sarva Siksha Abhiyan (SSA) from
APCO. Documents available with
The News clearly showed that the
school uniforms, meant to be sup-

lokayUkta orderS InveStIgatIon

APCO scamsters to be exposed
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plied for government and quasi
government school students free of
cost, must be procured from
‘APCO only’ so as to provide
employment to the local weavers.
They also show that the govern-
ment has issued instructions that
APCO should exhaust the stock of
material of local weavers first and
shall also provide them work up to
the time frame stipulated before the
APCO procures any additional
requirement either from any power
looms within the state or outside.
However, Gujjala Srrinu formed a
ring of corrupt officials in the
APCO and bypassed the govern-
ment orders to make quick bucks
denying a living for the handloom
weavers across the state. While the
handloom weavers continued to
commit suicides, Gujjala Srinu and
his associates in the scam procured
huge quantity of cloth from power

looms and cloth making industries
outside the state, sources said. One
Varaprasad, who was working in
the livery division of APCO and
posted at its godown at
Secunderabad. Varaprasad and his
colleague Prasad Reddy who were
entrusted with the responsibility of
inspecting the cloth arrived at the
godown and certify whether it was
actually made by handloom
weavers. Issued false certificates.
While some other employees
including the chairman
Hanumantha Rao helped the king-
pin in getting payments in the
name of 20 weaver’s societies reg-
istered in Kadapa district, which
are said to be the benami societies
run by Gujjala Srinu. The group
was able to manage even the offi-
cials of Rajiv Vidya Mission and
the school education department
and got extended the deadlines to

supply the cloth according to their
convenience. According to
informed sources they could have
swindled around Rs. 600 crores.
As now the institution of

Lokayukta ordered investigation
facts are expected to come out. But
it is doubtful what the state gov-
ernments of Telangana and AP can
do to recover huge money they
have lost because of their laxity
during all these years. “ Chief
Ministers of both the Telugu states
KCR and Chandrababu should
take interest and request central
government for CBI enquiry into
this scam.” Demanded  Venkata
Narayana. Now time has come for
governments of two Telugu states
to protect APCO from scamsters
and get the apex Weavers
Cooperative Society to serve the
poor hand loom weavers in
Telangana and AP. 
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Is GM mustard, is all set for com-mercial release in the country?
The central regulator on genetically
modified crops, the Genetic
Engineering Appraisal Committee
(GEAC), is poised to give its
approval. If GEAC takes positive
decision on GM musterd release
it is likely to lead major con-
trovercy. Apart from
activist groups oppos-
ing it the Central
Information
Commission (CIC),
the arbitrator on
Right To Information
requests, has asked
the Environment
Ministry to make public
all the data pertaining to the
safety of genetically-modified
(GM) mustard, sans proprietary
intellectual property data. 
The GEAC examined the issue

in a specially convened meeting in
June thired week. It reviewed addi-
tional information provided to it by
the Delhi University's institution
that developed the particular trans-
genic variety of the oilseed. The
regulator also heard the contention
of representatives of anti-GM
groups which have been opposing
its intended move to clear the trans-
genic variety. Though the GEAC,
comprising government officials
and experts from outside, did not
take its final call on the issue, dur-
ing the meeting the members are
learnt to have expressed satisfac-
tion over the evidence of scientific
field trials submitted to them. Even
as activists upped their ante against
commercialisation of GM mustard,
the GEAC, functioning under the

Environment Ministry, in its meet-
ing chaired by an Additional
Secretary, asked the risk assess-
ment group to submit within 60
days its report, which will be put in
public domain for further consulta-
tion. The senior ministry official

said the objections put forth by the
activists would be forwarded to the
risk assessment group. "A sub-
committee, formed earlier, has
pointed out certain deficiencies.
Those recommendations will also
be looked into by the (risk assess-
ment) group. Further process as per

rule will be undertaken," an
Environment Ministry source said. 
The GEAC's lenient view

towards the transgenic mustard
was, however, strongly opposed by
the anti-GM activists, led by farm
activist Kavitha Kuruganti. They
said that the regulator chose not to
give a delegation from the
Coalition for a GM-Free India

enough time for presenta-
tions “that would have
revealed the level of
fraud that underpinned
DMH-11R&D and
testing“.
The GM mustard

is likely to be the first
transgenic seed, to be
available in farmer

fields. It has had a tumul-
tuous history in India with

activist groups claiming that it
will be a gateway to several other
GM food crops — tomato, rice,
brinjal, etc — and that these may
pose health and ecological risks.
Currently GM cotton is the only
transgenic crop commercially
available in farmer fields. The GM
mustard in question has been
developed by Deepak Pental, a
geneticist at the Delhi University,
with support from the National
Dairy Development Board and the
Department of Biotechnology. The
technology involves using a com-
plex of genes, sourced from soil
bacterium, which makes it easier
for seed developers to easily devel-
op hybrid varieties of mustard,
generally a self pollinating plant.
Hybrids varieties are generally
known to produce greater yields
but they necessitate farmers to keep
going to seed companies every year
to buy fresh seed.

GM mustard to get nod?

The GEAC examined
the issue in a specially
convened meeting in
June thired week. It
reviewed additional
information provided
to it by the Delhi

University's institution
that developed the
particular transgenic
variety of the oilseed. 
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Telangana State continuing it’s
march in Information

Technology (IT) exports. It has
crossed national growth rate (12.3
per cent) and achived 13.26 per
cent in financial year(FY)16. TS’s
IT exports have reached Rs.75,070
crore as compared to Rs 66,276
crore in the year ago. According to
the government, the state's IT
export growth rates were  not only
better than the national growth rate
but during the period under review,
35,611 jobs were added by the IT
industry in the state. 
The total number of jobs state’s

IT sector has increased to 4,07,385
in FY16 from 3,71,774 in FY15.
“Our probusiness policy , high
quality infrastructure, cost-effec-
tiveness and cosmopolitanism,

presence of institutions like TASK
and T-Hub along with an overall
pro-active approach has made the
state among the top IT destinations
in the country .“ said Telangana
state minister for industries, IT,
municipal administration & urban
development and NRI affairs, KT
Rama Rao.
With this growing business the

government planning to lay the
foundation stone for the second
phase of T-Hub in the next two to
three months. Accoriding to IT
minster it will be set up at in
investment of Rs 175 crore.
Currently , around 200 startups are
working in phase One of the THub
building, which is called Catalyst,
in the IIIT-Hyderabad campus.
IT department is coming up

with separate policies on cyber
security , data centre, data analyt-

ics and open data in the coming
days. Replying to a query on the
status of the ITIR project, the min-
ister said that the central govern-
ment lacks clarity regarding the
implementation of the project. The
minister announced that the gov-
ernment is also mulling setting up
three IT parks in the public private
partnership mode in the near-term.
Meanwhile, The government

has also decided to facilitate set-
ting up of incubators catering to
various sectors such as food pro-
cessing, aviation and manufactur-
ing, among others, to boost
innovation in the state. To start
with, it will be setting up TWorks,
which will focus on building capa-
bilities in the area of design and
development of hardware such as
electronic components, integrated
circuits, among others. 

`750000000000
TS’s IT exports cross
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The second bullet train after the
Mumbai-Ahmedabad corridor

will run from Delhi to Varanasi.
The journey of distance of seven
eighty two km in this corridor is
likely to be completed in just two
hours and forty minutes. The proj-
ect connecting the capital to the pil-
grimage city, which is also Prime
minister Modi's Lok Sabha con-
stituency, while passing through
Lucknow has been fast-tracked
ahead of the UP polls next year.
We have one of the largest rail

networks in the world, but it
does not consist of any line
classed as high-speed
rail (HSR), which
allows an operational
speed of 200 km/h or
more. The current
fastest train in India is
the Gatimaan Express that runs
with a top speed of 160 km/h, with
average speed of above 100 km/hr
between Delhi and Agra. Prior to
the 2014 general election,
Bharatiya Janata Party and
Congress  pledged to introduce
high-speed rail. As BJP, won the
election, promised to build the
Diamond Quadrilateral Project,
which would connect via high-
speed rail the cities of Chennai,
Delhi, Kolkata, and Mumbai. The
project was confirmed as a project
of priority for the new government
in the President's speech.
Construction of one kilometer of
high speed railway track with a
cost which is 10 to 14 times higher
than the construction of a normal

railway track. Prime Minister Modi
approved the choice of Japan to
build India's first high-speed rail-
way. The planned railway would
run some 500 KM between
Maharashtra capital Mumbai and
the western city of Ahmedabad, at
a top speed of 320 km/h. Under the
Japanese proposal, construction is
expected to begin in 2017 and be

completed in 2023. 
Though it will be a while before

the service rolls out, the Delhi-
Varanasi stretch -part of the Delhi-
Kolkata corridor -has been
accorded topmost priority for the
railways after the national trans-
porter accelerated the Mumbai-
Ahmedabad stretch by tying up
funds with Japan and setting up of
the High Speed Rail Corporation.
Fast-tracking of the stretch seems
to be part of the Modi regime's
strategy to project a pro-develop-
ment image ahead of UP polls. The
Delhi - Varanasi stretch will pass
through Aligarh, Agra, Kanpur,
Lucknow and Sultanpur.
Accoring to official sources the

interim report by a Spanish firm,
which is conducting feasibility
study of the high-speed rail corri-
dor. It was discussed by the
Railway Board and the firm is like-
ly to submit its final report in
November. As per the technical
reports, the travel time between
Delhi and Lucknow with a distance
of five hundred and six KMis like-

ly to be 1 hour 45 minutes. While
travel between Delhi to Kolkata
with a distance of  fifteen hundred
and thirteen KM will take 4 hours
56 minutes.
The preliminary cost, without

rolling stock, being worked out is
estimated to be about Rs. forty three
thousand crore for the Delhi-
Varanasi stretch and around Rs.
eighty four thousand crore for the
entire Delhi-Kolkata corridor.
However, an official said the final
cost will be worked out only after
detailed field study of the finally
chosen alignment. The possibility of
operating doubledecker high speed
trains on this section is also being
explored by the consultant. 

delhi-varanasi in 3 hrs

SECOND BULLET TRAIN
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Bad news to RSS bashing ‘liberals’. There has been
a sharp rise in the number of Muslim students in

the RSS-run schools in Uttar Pradesh. Weather it is
quality, or an urge to get good education from wher-
ever it comes more and more Muslim parents are
changing their preference and admitting their wards in
Rashtreeya Swayamsevak Sangh backing Vidhya
Bharti manged schools.
According to a conservative estimate, the rise in

the number is about 30 per cent in the past two years
after Narendra Modi government came to power at the
Centre. Chintamani Singh, Pradesh Nirikshak (State
Inspector) of  Vidhya Bharti, which manages about
twelve hundred schools of the Sangh in 49 UP dis-
tricts, said nearly 7000 Muslims enrolled in these
schools. A majority of these students are enrolled in
schools in rural areas.
Authorities at Sarasvati Shishu Mandir and

Sarasvati Vidya Mandir claim that Muslim boys and
girl students have been doing pretty well and have
brought laurels to their schools in the fields of sports,
cultural activities as well as academics.  Their students

like Mohammad Aqib, Aftab Alam, Ejaj Ahmad,
Gufranuddin and Mohammad Akaram have won
medals in Student Games Federation of India. Besides,
there are several others who have won in Youth
Commonwealth Games and other national competi-
tions. These students were following all the school
rules — such as beginning the day with Surya
Namaskar, singing Vande Mataram, as well as reciting
Vedic shlokas. “They not only attend schools like any
other student, but get totally mingled with their peers
and follow all rules like reciting slokas and `bhojan
mantras' (chants before a meal),“ says Chintamani
Singh.

As of now, there 6,940 Muslim students, including
4,672 boys and 2,218 girls pursuing their education up
to class XII in around 1,200 schools in 49 districts of
UP state.
Not only students, Vidya Bharti has recently

recruited eight Muslim teachers as well.  According to
Pradesh Nirikshak of Vidhya Bharti Quality of educa-
tion is the prime reason which has attracted Muslim
parents to get their wards enrolled these schools. A
number of parents of these kids accept Singh's claim.
The fact that a most of these Muslims students study
in rural schools also reveals that these schools must be
the best option for them.
In fact, earlier this June, a Muslim student from an

RSS-run school in Assam has topped the High School
Leaving Certificate (HSLC) examination. "I am proud
to have been a student of this school. It is because of
my school that I have been able to secure the top posi-
tion in the state," Sarfaraz Hussain, the student, told
reporters. The 16-year-old secured the top position
scoring 590 out of 600 marks (98.3 per cent) as per the
HSLC result declared. Besides winning several awards
in Sanskrit essay writing, he had also topped the all-
Guwahati Gita recitation contest a few years ago. "I
had no problem chanting prayers in Sanskrit, including
the Gayathri Mantra," said Sarfaraz, who has always
scored full marks in Sanskrit till 8th Class these devel-
opments in way shattered the mainstream propaganda
about RSS. 

More Muslim kids in
RSS schools in UP
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Women equality is on high
priority for the five southern

states calling violence against
women a manifestation of inequal-
ity, representatives from they have
stressed upon the need to have
higher representation of women in
various sectors. Participating .in a
consultation meet organized for
perpetration of draft national poli-
cy for women representatives of
these state recommend inclusion
Of 33 per cent reservation in
Assemblies, Parliament in
National Policy for Women.
After 15 years, the Centre has

unveiled the draft national policy
for women 2016, which aims to
empower women in fields such as
education, healthcare and econo-
my, among others. In a consulta-
tion meet held in last week of
June, representatives from Andhra
Pradesh, Kerala, Karnataka,
Telangana and Tamil Nadu put
forth suggestions and recommen-
dations on the draft policy. The
policy is expected to be finalised
by July-end once stakeholders
from all regions submit their sug-
gestions. Strong views were raised
by many on the poor representa-
tion of women in state assemblies
and Parliament. According to
reports, there are only 62 women
MLAs in the five southern states.
Representatives were unanimous
in demanding 33 per cent reserva-
tion for women in the assemblies
and Parliament. “The demand to
have more women in state assem-

blies and Parliament has been
pending for long now. The new
policy must look into it and have a
provision wherein more women
are encouraged to get into politics,
“said Tripurana Venkata Ratnam,
chairperson of the Telangana
women's commission.
While several representatives

raised concerns over no implemen-
tation of existing norms, what
emerged as the root cause of prob-
lems was poor allocation of funds
by the Union government to the
ministry of women and child
development each year. Standing
testimony is the fact that from
2012-13 to 2016-17, hardly three
per cent of funds have been allo-
cated to the ministry of women
and child development.
Representatives recommended that
the Centre increase this budget
from next year.
Experts also took up the issue

of sterilisation of women, which is
high in the south. They suggested
that the Centre develop new strate-

gies to promote male sterilisation.
“Hysterectomy (removal of uterus)
is high in the southern region due
to lack of regulations. Not only
should the Union government pro-
mote male sterilisation, it should
also formulate rules to curb hys-
terectomy, “said a member of the
Karnataka women's commission.
They also spoke about the need

to put a cap on surrogacy as well
strengthening laws to protect sur-
rogate mothers, provision of alter-
native nutrition by provision of
millets, special ambulance facili-
ties for pregnant women and health
cards for women. With regard to
the education sector, experts sug-
gested strengthening of angan-
wadis to smoothen the transition of
students from pre-primary to pri-
mary as well as introducing cur-
riculum on gender sensitisation
and sex education at the school
level. A few experts opposed the
rationalisation process which has
led to the closure of some govern-
ment schools.

More women in 
governance in need
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The Telangana Rashtra Samithi
(TRS) president and Chief

Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao are
totally unmindful of criticism
about poaching opposition
parties. On the other had
he has described his
party as the armour
that protects the
state of Telangana.
While admitting a
Congress MP and
MLA, a CPI MLA
and three senior
Congress leaders in June
second week KCR has come
up with this new role for ruling
party. Nalgonda Congress MP
Gutta Sukender Reddy,
Miryalguda Congress MLA N.
Bhaskar Rao, the lone CPI
Devarkonda (ST) MLA Ravindra
Kumar Ramavath, former
Congress Peddapally MP G.
Vivekanand, his brother and for-
mer Congress minister G. Vinod
(both sons of G. Venkataswamy),
and Congress leader Juvvada
Narsing Rao from Korutla have
joined the TRS.
Speaking after welcoming them

the chief minister said leaders from
other parties were joining the TRS
for political stability. “Because of
the united goal of everyone joining
the TRS, people believe that the
TRS is the protective armour of
the state, “he said. Welcoming
Vivek and Vinod, the sons of for-
mer union minister and Congress
leader G Venkataswamy, who

passed away in
December 2014,
KCR said the two
“joined the
Congress on the
advice of their father

despite not being in
favour of doing so. They

could not say no to their father
then“. The chief minister also took
aim at Congress Legislature Party
(CLP) leader and leader of
Opposition in the Legislative
Assembly K Jana Reddy asking
him what he had done when YS
Rajasekhar Reddy admitted TRS
MLAs into congress party.
Dismissing CLP leaders’ criticism
of defections from the Congress
into the TRS, KCR argued that
there couldn't be two yardsticks for
the two parties. 
CM said that unity among all

political forces was crucial to fight
conspiracies meant to scuttle
Telangana's development plans. He
added that when all political par-
ties were conspiring against the
TRS and the formation of
Telangana, it was the MIM that
came forward to stand with the
TRS. “When Congress and TDP
conspired to weaken the TRS, it

was the MIM that stood with us,
“he said. The Chief Minister also
alleged that Congress and TDP had
conspired to bring President’s rule
in the state soon after the election
despite the fact that TRS party
emerged as a clear winner in the
polls.
Shifting of loyalties by these

six leaders was another jolt to the
already struggling Telangana state
Congress and also the CPI. The
latest setback came amid increas-
ing internal differences in the main
opposition party. Some leaders
have openly hit out at the party's
state chief Uttam Kumar Reddy,
criticising his style of functioning
while some others have called
party's floor leader in assembly K.
Jana Reddy a 'covert' of the TRS.
Senior Congress leader V
Hanumanth Rao asked the party
cadre not to worry about the lead-
ers leaving the party.VH has asked
CLP leader K Jana Reddy to take
the lead and strengthen the party in
Telangana. Reacting to Jana
Reddy's statement that he's ready
to sacrifice CLP leader position for
the sake of Congress party's good
image, VH said there was no need
for such power sacrifice.

TRS: shield for
Telangana or KCR?
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Telangana was formed as the 29th state of
the Indian republic on June 2nd 2014 with

the passing of AP reorganization act in parlia-
ment in February 2014. The dream of a sepa-
rate state of Telangana was fulfilled after a
long struggle. Residual Andhra Pradesh is bur-
dened with a task of building a new capital.
Kamalnathan committee, which was appointed
by central government, made some recom-
mendations on location to build a new capital
but Andhra Pradesh chief minister N.
Chandrababu Naidu acted decisively to make
the place between Vijayawada and Guntur on
the banks of Krishna River as new capital and
named it as Amaravathi.  AP government
faced some challenges from Opposition on
capital issue but finally it had its say. 
AP assembly passed CRDA (Capital

Region Development
Authority) bill to facilitate
land acquisition for new capi-
tal.  AP government successfully land pooled
more than 30,000 acres for capital construc-
tion without much help from central govern-
ment. This is a rare achievement in a country
where land acquisition for industries is a tough
thing due to archaic laws. Then AP govern-
ment has signed a memorandum of under-
standing (MOU) with a Singapore consortium
for the development of the core capital area to
20 sq. km (about 5000 acres). Singapore wants
free holding area of a few hundred acres of
capital city. This issue has yet to be resolved. 
As things falling in place, opposition par-

ties and some civil groups started agitations
demanding Special status for Andhra Pradesh.

SPECIAL STATUS IS NO SOLUTION
FOR ANDHRA PRADESH PROBLEMS 

■ rAjeNdrAPrAsAdA reddy  ChirlA 
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They are arguing that if special sta-
tus is given to the state, we get 90
per cent central grant for various
schemes and we have to bear only
10 percent. This helps AP state
which is suffering from a revenue
deficit due to loss of revenue from
Hyderabad city. Central govt. and
BJP top leadership recently cate-
gorically said center is unable to
grant Special Category Status
(SCS) to AP due to certain consti-
tutional constraints. According to
14th finance commission recom-
mendations, there is no provision
for granting special category status
to any state.  11states that now
have this status agreed to forego
the special tag and will be satisfied
with additional devolution of
funds.
Even though Andhra Pradesh

state assembly passed a resolution
urging this center to accord special
category status (SCS) as per the
promises given Dr.Manmohan
Singh as prime minister in parlia-
ment during passing of AP reor-
ganizing act. CM Chandrababu
Naidu realized the difficulty of
getting of special tag for our state.
He argues that if center gives spe-
cial status, we don’t get EAP
(Externally Aided) projects. 
Even in EAP projects the cen-

ter gives 90 percent grant. AP gov-
ernment is presently taking up
more than 15 EAP projects. Naidu
argues the Northeastern states,
which have been given special sta-
tus, still at the bottom of the
growth list. 
With a view to get more proj-

ects for the state, Telugu Party
(TDP) joined the Union Cabinet in
2014 and nor for the fancy of min-
ister posts. Earlier TDP didn’t join
the Vajpayee’s cabinet.
Chandrababu feels severing ties
with BJP is not a pragmatic move.
As CM Chandrababu Naidu is

still hopeful of getting central help
in building   a new capital, Andhra
Pradesh state is facing a severe
cash crunch. 
With little coffers available to

pay salaries and for welfare
schemes, AP government has bor-

rowed about 20, 851 crore rupees
while central government has
given permission to the state gov-
ernment to borrow only 17,851
crore rupees. Central government
recently cautioned AP govt. on
excess borrowings. 

IS NARENDRA MODI IGNORING AP?
The AP Reorganization Act

says the Centre must fund
the creation of a new capital.
After coming to power in May
2014, PM Narendra Modi came
to Andhra Pradesh only one time
for the foundation laying cere-
mony to build a new capital
Amaravathi in 2015.  The center
has decided to make up for the
revenue deficit by granting
around 22,111 crore to AP in the
next four years.  Of this, 7,000
crore has been sanctioned. The
center hasn’t till released the
outstanding revenue gap arrears
for the financial year 2014-2015
and not sanctioning funds for
the new capital city.  Everyone
knows Amaravathi and
Polavaram are the flagship proj-
ects still Modi government has
not given substantial amounts.
The problem is the center does
not believe in the figures given
by the state government on var-
ious schemes.
Patti Seema lift irrigation

scheme is a remarkable achieve-
ment of Chandrababu Naidu
government. It can now divert
80tmc of Godavari water to
water deficit Krishna basin at
Prakasam barrage.  Initially BJP
state leadership opposed the
construction of Pattiseema lift
irrigation scheme. Later they
changed their stand. Even

though the center announced
Polavaram as national project, it
is facing legal hurdles from
neighboring states like Orissa.
Central govt. is allotting every
year meager amounts to the
project. So experts feel with this
meager allocations and legal
problems, Polavaram project is
likely to take decades to be com-
pleted. 
Common people in AP state

are of opinion that it is Narendra
Modi government’s duty to con-
struct a new capital for Andhra
Pradesh. But PM Modi never
told once that it is their priority.
AP govt. is already constructing
a temporary secretariat and hell
bent on to shift the Hyderabad
secretariat employees before
June 27 to temporary secretariat.
Once administration comes to
capital region, capital construc-
tion will pick up speed.  Andhra
people are unhappy with the
inaction of the central govern-
ment. Political analysts are
eagerly waiting how
Chandrababu Naidu responds in
future to central lackluster ges-
tures and non-commitment.
Because his future and states
future is depended on how he
convinces a high flyer Modi to
give funds to capital construc-
tion which Andhra people are
looking forward.  
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The use of potassium bromate
as a food additive is banned.

Central government  has taken
this decision following a Centre
for Science and Environment
(CSE) study that found its pres-
ence in bread as causing cancer.
The Food Safety Standards
Authority of India (FSSAI), how-
ever, has referred potassium
iodate,  also claimed to be car-
cinogenic used as a food additive
to a scientific panel. A notification
has been issued in this regard.
“As far as potassium iodate is
concerned, it has been referred to
a scientific panel," FSSAI’s  CEO
Pawan Kumar Agarwal revealed.

The procedure to remove
potassium bromate from the list of
permissible food additives has
begun in the month of May. The
FSSAI had recommended to the
Health Ministry removal of this
chemical after a study by the
CSE. 
The study by  CSE had found

that 84 per cent of 38 commonly
available brands of pre-packaged
breads, including pav and buns,
tested positive for potassium bro-
mate and potassium iodate. These
two food additives are banned in
many countries and listed as "haz-
ardous" for public health.
According to CSE, potassium

bromate typically increases dough
strength, leads to higher rising
and uniform finish to baked prod-
ucts while potassium iodate is a
flour treatment agent. CSE had

also urged FSSAI to ban the use
of potassium bromate and potassi-
um iodate with immediate effect
and prevent their routine exposure
to Indian popula-
tion. After the
CSE
study, a
bread
manu-
factur-
ers' body
had said they
will stop using con-
troversial potassium bromate and
potassium iodate as additives.
In 1964, an expert committee

administered by the World Health
Organisation and Food and
Agriculture Organization started
evaluating potassium bromate. In
1983, it temporarily accepted a
limit of 75 ppm provided there are
negligible residues in the end
product, on the understanding that
all bromate gets converted into
bromide during baking. 
This limit was later reduced to

60 ppm. After long-term studies,
potassium bromate was consid-
ered a ‘genotoxic carcinogen’. In
1992, the committee decided that
using potassium bromate as a
flour treatment agent was “not
appropriate”, also considering
there were alternatives. In 1999,
the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) clas-
sified potassium bromate as pos-
sibly carcinogenic to humans.
The European Union, China,

South Korea, Sri Lanka, Canada,
Australia, Brazil, Peru and

Columbia have
banned the use of potassium

bromate as a flour treatment
agent. 
The EU has banned potassium

iodate as well. India and the
United States continue to allow
use of potassium bromate in per-
missible limits. 
Our county so far  allowed

use of potassium bromate and/or
iodate up to 50 ppm on flour mass
basis, while the US allows it up to
75 ppm and manufacturers must
list the ingredient on food labels.
However, the US officially urges
bakers not to use potassium bro-
mate; in California, food contain-
ing potassium is required to have
a warning label. Many US bread
and bakery manufacturers have
voluntarily stopped using it.
The All India Bread

Manufacturers Association, which
represents over 90 organised
bread manufacturers such as
Harvest Gold and Britannia, had
asked FSSAI to verify the find-
ings of the CSE report that
claimed most of the breads sold in
the national capital contained can-
cer-causing chemicals. 

Potassium bromate
banned as food additive
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India took a big leap in space tech-nology. When Indian Space Re-
search Organization (ISRO) used its
workhorse PSLV-C34 to inject 20
satellites including 17 foreign satel-
lites into orbit in a single mission
and set a new record on June 22.
The 320-tonne Polar Satellite

Launch Vehicle (PSLV-C34) took
off on its 36th flight from the Satish
Dhawan Space Centre with 20
satellites including its primary pay-
load Cartosat-2 series, which pro-
vides remote sensing services, and
earth observation and imaging
satellites from US, Canada, Ger-
many and Indonesia. It was also
14th flight of PSLV in 'XL' config-
uration with the use of solid strap-
on motors. The rocket has circled
the earth in about 90 minutes, at
7.7km per second, to inject a record
20 satellites into orbit and demon-
strate its capability to reach another
orbit in the same mission.
Cartosat-2 was placed in orbit in

18minutes after launch With Car-
tosat-2 weighing 727.5kg, PSLV
lifted off a total of 1,288kg in to
space and began placing the satel-
lites into orbit about 17minutes
later. In the final stages of the mis-
sion, ISRO also demonstrated the
vehicle's capability to place satel-
lites in different orbits. In the
demonstration, the vehicle reignited
twice after its fourth and final stage
and moved further a few kilometres
into another orbit. ISRO scientists
said the demonstration is for their
next mission when they are plan-
ning to inject satellites in different

orbits using a single rocket. ISRO
scientists said, the vehicle had been
pre-programmed for today's launch
to perform tiny manoeuvring to
place the 20 satellites into polar
sun-synchronous orbits with differ-
ent inclinations and velocities. It en-
sured that the satellites were placed
with enough distance to prevent
collision.
ISRO set a world record for the

highest number of satellites
launched in a single mission when
it placed 10 satellites in a PSLV on
April 28, 2008. NASA in 2013
placed 29 satellites in a single mis-
sion and Russia in 2014 launched
33 satellites in one launch. In De-
cember 2015, when PSLV-C29 in-
jected six Singapore satellites in to
orbit, ISRO conducted a major ex-
periment where the fourth stage
was reignited and switched off after
the satellites were placed in orbit.
About 50 minutes after launching
all the satellites, the fourth stage

reignited for five seconds before
travelling around the earth for 45
minutes, completing a full circle.
The demonstration was conducted
for ISRO's next mission, when it
plans to launch five satellites in two
different orbits. Mission director B
Jayakumar said that multiple
launches in a single mission re-
quired complex technology and
ISRO is working on resolving cer-
tain problems that may arise during
such launches. “Initially we were a
little hesitant to take 20 satellites in
one go. But we soon resolved the
problems, “he said.
ISRO began launching foreign

satellites on board PSLV in May
1999. Since then, it has gained pop-
ularity, as it launched foreign satel-
lites successfully using PSLV by
charging only 60% of the fee
charged by foreign space agencies.
It has so far launched 57 foreign
satellites. Apart from Cartosat-2,
the satellites in latest launch include
Lapan-A3 from Indonesia, Biros
from Germany, M3MSat from
Canada, Sky Sat Gen2-1, and a
Google-made satellite from USA,
GHGSat-D from Canada, 12 Dove
satellites from USA, Sathyaba-
masat from Satyabhama University,
Chennai and Swayam from College
of Engineering, Pune.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
called it a monumental accomplish-
ment. “20 satellites in a go! @isro
continues to break new barriers.
Hearty congratulations to our scien-
tists on the monumental accom-
plishment, “he tweeted. “PSLV has
done its job again,” said ISRO
chairman A S Kiran Kumar.

ISRO sets new record
in space mission
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In a first-of-its-kind procedure,doctors in the United States have
successfully transplanted a “com-
posite“ skull and scalp flap, along
with kidney and pancreas -all from
the same donor -in a 55-yearold
patient. The patient was suffering
from a non-healing scalp defect
and declining organ kidney and
pancreas function, researchers
said.
“Hopefully, this
case and others
like it will help to
widen the narrow
indications for this
fascinating new
field of reconstruc-
tive surgery“ said
Jesse Creed Selber
of The University of
Texas M D
Anderson Cancer
Centre. The experi-
ence may open the
way to further pro-
cedures combining
“vascularised composite allotrans-
plantation“ (VCA) with organ
transplants, in patients who have
already accepted the need for life-
long immunosuppressive therapy
.VCA refers to transplant proce-
dures combining diffe rent types of
tissues, such as skin, muscle, blood
vessels, nerves, and bone.
Other types of VCA flaps offer

a potentially new approach to
reconstruction for patients with
major skull and facial defects. But
they also have a major drawback—

the need for immunosuppressive
drugs to prevent the recipient's
immune system from rejecting the
transplant. Patients who also need
or have already undergone organ
transplantation have already
accepted the risks of lifelong
immunosuppressive therapy.
The patient is a 55-year-old,

type 1 diabetic man with a history
of kidney and pancreas transplan-
tation at the age of 32 years (in
1992). In type 1 diabetes mellitus,

the body is unable to produce
insulin because of autoimmune
destruction of beta cells in the
islets of the pancreas. He had
undergone kidney transplantation
for diabetic kidney disease, but
that kidney was now failing.
He also had a large, unstable

wound of the scalp and skull -a
complication of surgery and radia-
tion therapy for a scalp tumour.
Since the patient was already
receiving immunosuppressive ther-
apy and would need another organ

transplant in any case, doctors sug-
gested a procedure in which a
VCA of scalp and skull would be
performed at the same time as a
kidney and pancreas transplant, all
coming from the same donor.
After 18 months on the waiting

list, a suitable deceased donor
became available—providing not
only basic immunologic compati-
bility but also a match in terms of
skin color and quality, hair pattern,
and head size. The combined VCA

and double-organ
transplant procedure
required 20 physi-
cians and 15 hours in
the operating room.
At the end of the
procedure, both
transplants were
receiving good blood
supply and the trans-
planted organs were
functioning normal-
ly. An episode of
rejection of the
scalp/skull transplant
occurred after a few

months, but was successfully treat-
ed. One year after the procedure,
the patient was doing well, includ-
ing good cosmetic appearance of
the transplanted scalp.  the patient's
pre-existing organ transplant and
immunosuppressive therapy
opened the way for VCA to recon-
struct a serious scalp/skull defect.
The fact that both the composite
transplant and organs are from the
same donor minimizes the risk of
rejecting tissues stimulated by a
second donor’s tissue. 

neW era of organ
tranSplant begInS
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On 1st Working Day After
Raghuram Rajan Served

Notice, The Govt Moved Quickly
To Counter Any Slide In Business,
Mkt Confidence
Now, The `Most Open

Economy For FDI': Govt

The Modi government on
Monday announced fresh liberali-
sation of foreign direct investment
(FDI) rules by throwing open food
retail, airlines and private security
firms to higher overseas flows.In
addition, rules were eased for
those looking to invest in defence,
DTH services and singlebrand

retail as the Modi administration
sought to showcase India as the
“most open“ FDI destination in
the world with only a handful of
sectors requiring government
clearance. “The Centre has radi-
cally liberalised the FDI regime,
with the objective of providing
major impetus to employment and

Foreigners can now
own 100% stake in food

retail, airlines
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job creation in India,“ the PMO
tweeted.
The government suggested that

the pitch will now change to how
most sectors don't face FDI
restrictions. “We will soon issue a
negative list of sectors and all the
others will be open to FDI,“
industrial policy and promotion
(IPP) secretary Ramesh Abhishek
told reporters after the changes
were cleared at a high-level meet-
ing chaired by the prime minister.
Although the finance ministry

had kicked off discussions and the
department of IPP had begun work
on easing rules a few weeks ago,
the decision came on the first
working day af ter Raghuram
Rajan's announcement to return to
the US on completion of his term
as RBI governor in September.
Government officials said too

much should not be read into the

announcements since Modi had
scheduled the mee ting earlier. But
the market saw in the decisions
the government's determination to
counter any slide in business and
market confidence and a signal to
the world that reforms would con-
tinue. In particular, they come
amid fears of the ru pee coming
under renewed pressure on
account of a possible withdrawal
of some of the $20 billion-plus
foreign currency deposits that are
due for redemption later this year.
But the urgency could be gauged
from the fact that the PM used
special powers to announce the
decisions and did not wait for a
green light from the cabinet,
which was scheduled to meet on
Wednesday . Modi had used the
powers for a similar liberalization
initiative last November. For the
government, this is at least the

fourth round of major FDI
changes since it took office two
years ago and the second since last
November when the rules for a
number of sectors-aviation, con-
struction and retail, among others-
-were eased. Earlier, the Modi
government had raised FDI caps
on insurance and defence while
allowing overseas flows into rail-
ways, which had remained shut
two decades after the 1991
reforms. The measures fuelled a
54% jump in FDI flows in the last
financial year, to a record $55.5
billion. This time, the focus has be
en on removing the stiff condi-
tions that often came with opening
up a sector and which tended to
deter investors. The government
has therefore eased rules for
defence manufacturing companies
where foreign ownership is in
excess of 49%.Earlier, FDI was
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allowed only if foreign funds were
accompanied with “state of the
art“ technology . Now the rules
say “modern technology“ will
need to come, which is seen to be
more flexible. “If the defence
forces need some goods and it is
produced using modern technolo-
gy as opposed to state of the art, a
local manufacturing facility can
come up,“ said a senior govern-
ment official. Even in case of food
retailing, the PM chose to ignore
protests from the food processing
ministry on mandating sourcing
norms for retailers in a segment

where 100% FDI has been permit-
ted without riders, including in e-
commerce.

`fdI move a panIc reactIon
to rexIt'
New Delhi: Congress on

Monday dubbed the FDI policy as
a “panic reaction“ of the govern-
ment to counter any possible con-
sequences of RBI governor
Raghuram Rajan's decision to not
opt for a second term. “It is a panic
reaction to show the world that it is
business as usual even after
Raghuram Rajan has announced

his exit,“ party spokesperson
Jairam Ramesh said. The opposi-
tion party demanded withdrawal of
the “sweeping“ changes in the FDI
policy for defence immediately -
introduced “immediately after“ of
PM Modi's US visit -alleging that
it posed a “big threat“ to national
security and India's independent
foreign policy.Ex-defence minister
A K Antony said, “Allowing 100%
FDI in defence means India's
defence sector has been thrown
mostly into the hands of Nato-
American defence manufacturers.“
TNN
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Ending months of speculation over whether or not
he would continue the decision of Raghuram

Rajan to step down as RBI Governor has left markets
and investors with a bag full of worries to grapple
with over the coming weeks and months. On June
18th Rajan said he intends to step down at the end of
his term on September 4 this year to return to acade-
mia. The announcement, made in a letter to the RBI
staff, and put out as a press release on the central
bank's website, puts an end to months of debate about
whether the Modi government would extend Rajan's
term as well as whether he himself would stay on in
the face of mounting, and often shrill, criticism.
"I am an academic and I have always made it

clear that my ultimate home is in the realm of ideas.
The approaching end of my three year term, and of
my leave at the University of Chicago, was therefore
a good time to reflect on how much we had accom-
plished. .... While I was open to seeing these devel-
opments through, on due reflection, and after

consultation with the government, I want to share
with you that I will be returning to academia when
my term as Governor ends on September 4, 2016.  I
will, of course, always be available to serve my coun-
try when needed."
Of his own term, Rajan noted the new inflation-

focused framework that he said has halved inflation
and "allowed savers to earn positive real interest rates
on deposits after a long time". He also pointed to the
150 basis-point cuts in the policy rate he had under-
taken since the start of 2015 -- having raised rates ini-
tially after taking office - when inflation started to fall
below Rajan's own mandated targets. This, Rajan said
in his letter, has "reduced the nominal interest rate the
government has to pay even while lengthening matu-
rities it can issue – the government has been able to
issue a 40 year bond for the first time".
Under Rajan, the Indian central bank has become

an inflation-targeted. Rajan has argued that protecting
the interest of savers is as important as protecting the
interest of borrowers. As such, Rajan has stated that
he would like real interest rates to be positive. He has
worked with the formula of keeping the real rate of
interest on a one-year treasury bill at about 150-200
basis points above the consumer price inflation rate.
One basis point is one-hundredth of a percentage
point. In a tweet, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
acknowledged the development, saying the "govern-
ment appreciates the good work done by him and
respects his decision. A decision on his successor
would be announced shortly".  

Raghuram
Rajan back
to teaching 

Rajan noted the new inflation-
focused framework that he said has
halved inflation and "allowed savers
to earn positive real interest rates on

deposits after a long time
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AMAN VArMA, iiT khArAgPur

Many students are coming up
with queries on the informa-

tional website of IIT-KGP for JEE
Advanced qualifiers,
why.iitkgp.ac.in, “My rank is 2**,
should I join Electronics or Maths
& Computing to ensure better
placement?” “My rank is 1000+, I
am applying in Agriculture & Food
Engineering, what is the prospect
of Placement in this Department?” 
The faculty team in-charge of

Career Development Centre have
replied that "Based on the past
records, it's evident that those who
have maintained a good academic

CGPA in any of the disciplines,
most of them students have been
successful in getting the placement
of their choice." They also added
"IIT Kharagpur invites the best re-
cruiters in the market during the
placement season covering various
sectors such as Core Engineering,
IT, Finance, Consulting, Automo-
biles, PSUs, etc. The sheer diver-
sity of recruiters across all domains

and the extensive participation of
overseas companies is an epitome
of the global stature of the brand
IIT Kharagpur." 
Atal Ashutosh Agarwal, a sen-

ior student from IIT Kharagpur
says, “The placement trend at IIT
Kharagpur has shown that the flex-
ibility in curriculum through Inter-
disciplinary programmes, Minor
courses, co-curricular activities
make our students fit into any sec-
tor such as Core Engineering, IT,
Finance, Analytics, Consulting et
al. It does not matter which disci-
pline you study, you may make a
successful in-road to placement.
Now to even more increase this

flexibility in curricula, last year
IITKGP introduced Microspecial-
izations wherein students can study
three – four subjects from other
disciplines thus improving their
employability in those fields. Also
they can enrol for Dual Degree pro-
gram thus opting for M.Tech. in in-
terdisciplinary subjects like
Financial Engineering, Engineer-
ing Entrepreneurship, Energy En-

gineering, Environmental Engi-
neering, Quality Engineering De-
sign & Manufacturing or MBA.
The entrepreneurial frame of mind
of the students of IIT Kharagpur
has also received appreciation from
the recruiters. The corporate pre-
paredness of the students is indi-
cated by the significantly large
number of students hired by the re-
cruiters as compared to other insti-
tutes. The Institute also offers
mentoring, grooming programme
and psychometric tests to help stu-
dents perform better in placement
interviews.” 
The project Know your Depart-

ment, which was created to assist
the queries similar to the ones men-
tioned above, has turned out to be
a great success. Vyom Shrivastava,
the student coordinator of the proj-
ect says “We also received queries
on the campus of IIT Kharagpur.
The queries were related to the fa-
cilities inside the campus and the
aesthetics. To address these, we
launched a campus tour video for
our potential juniors.” The video
displayed the whole campus and
the amenities inside it to make peo-
ple more informed about the beau-
tiful campus of IIT Kharagpur. The
video became viral and was viewed
by more than 15,000 people. The
facebook page of IIT Kharagpur
also had series of queries from JEE
Advanced qualifiers who were then
routed to the website why.
iitkgp.ac.in to guide them accord-
ingly. KGP students also started a
facebook group to directly interact
with the qualifying students. 

Go online to Solving
IIT admission queries 
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If ambitious goals of growing asmajor manufacturing hub in the
world is to be achieved our country
needs to focus skill development
urgently. This need has came to
light after  a study has revealed that
nearly 95 per cent of of India's
labour force do not possess formal
vocational skills. The report was
emphasising on the need for skill
development in the country.
According to The City and

Guilds Group's Skills Confidence
report just five per cent of India's
labour force possess formal voca-
tional skills. The other, about 95
Per Cent lack of it. The report is an
international study among 8,000
employees in India, the UK, the US
and South Africa.
It has measured the confidence

level of the working population
with reference to their skills and
jobs today and also has examined
the role of vocational training and
skill development and its impact on
their professional performances.
In India, it was conducted by

Census wide during May this year,
with 2,055 respondents, including
272 CEOs or senior leaders, 532
middle managers, and 1,251 gen-
eral employees. It revealed that the
skills gaps in Indian organizations
are the highest globally compared
to the UK, US and South Africa.
"About 88 per cent of respondents
in India identified skills gaps in
their organisation, compared to 67
per cent in the UK, 68 per cent in
the US and 82 per cent in South
Africa," the report explained.
About 40 per cent think skill gaps
reduce productivity and 35 per cent
said it means organisations waste
time and lack strong leadership.
One-third of senior leaders feel that

companies with less skilled
workforce lose out to their com-
petitors.
Vocational training, learning

and development programs are
the key requirements to upscale
today's workforce, it noted
adding that 96 per cent of re-
spondents in the country agree
there is a need for formal skills
training and most (79 per cent)
prefer learning on the job, 66 per
cent rate online and e-learning
and 54 per cent prefer learning
from colleagues.

Further, it revealed that 46 per
cent of Indians and 45 per cent of
South African respondents believe
that working in a multi-national en-
vironment is a key skill for their fu-
ture career, compared to 21 per cent
of the UK and 25 per cent of the
US respondents.
"It is encouraging to see support

for initiatives that are designed to
drive forward skills development in

India," Manipal City and Guilds,
India-UK joint venture founded in
2009, Head Rajesh Kaimal said.
"However, if we want to continue
to broaden the horizons of our fu-
ture generations, it is important that
skills development is encouraged
throughout people's careers, so they
are equipped with the skills they
need in the fast-changing world of
work," Kaimal added. 

Our labour formal Vocational Skills
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
frenetic five-country swing

across the world culminating in
Mexico City this month has gener-
ated enough of interest and enthu-
siasm in the country. Especially his
visit to the US provided an "impor-
tant opportunity" to assess how the
Indo-US partnership can help
address global challenges and
unleash opportunity in the eco-
nomic and trade space. There was
a tremendous amount of support
and goodwill and his words res-
onated in many different audiences
according to diplomatic circles in
US. Following PM Modi's visit to
Washington from June 6-8, the
vision laid out during his address
to the US Congress it is described
as the 'Modi Doctrine'.
Prime Minister embarks on a

five-nation visit to Afghanistan,
Qatar, Switzerland, the US and
Mexico on June 4. The primary
goal was to strengthen ties with
these countries The Prime
Minister’s first destination was
Afghanistan where he inaugurated
the Afghan-India Friendship Dam,
earlier known as Salma Dam, in
Herat province on June 5, along
with Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani. Both the leaders will also
have talks on a range of issues
including current situation in
Afghanistan. The focus of his trip
to all those five countries was to
enhance India’s engagement in
areas of trade, energy and security,
besides pushing for its member-
ship of the Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG). India has formally
applied for a membership of the
NSG on May 12. Modi is likely to
seek support of Switzerland and
Mexico for India’s membership of
the 48-member NSG as both these

countries are key members of the
elite group. The issue was figure
during Modi’s meeting with
Obama in Washington.
Modi began his Washington

trip with a visit to the Arlington
Memorial, where the casualties of
many US wars are buried, despite
a history of Indian opposition to
what Delhi's Nehru Gandhi polit-
ical lineage regards as US adven-
turism. More explicitly in his
speech to the US Congress, he
spoke of the “final resting place
of many brave soldiers of this
great land“, and “honouring their
courage and sacrifice for the
ideals of freedom and democra-
cy“. The Obama administration
swung India's entry into the
Missile Technology Control
Regime” (MTCR) just as Modi
arrived in Washington, in a sign
that it is willing to use the MTCR
key to try and force the issue of
India's entry to the Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG), which
China is blocking. China is not a
member of MTCR, but US offi-
cials told Indian journalists it is
their “strong objective“to have

India join the NSG in its plenary
this month. All this -MTCR, NSG
etc. -is aimed at eventually secur-
ing India a seat at the high table in
a reformed UN Security Council,
a stated US objective The myste-
rious road map: Aside from desig-
nating India as a major military
partner, reports said that US offi-
cials also said Obama and Modi
had completed a road map
describing “what we will be doing
together to achieve that leader's
vision“. They mysteriously insist-
ed that the road map would not be
disseminated, but indicated broad-
ly that it advanced the “joint
strategic vision“of the two coun-
tries in Asia-Pacific and Indian
Ocean into specific actions.
Six agreements in total were

signed between Prime Minister
Modi and President Obama includ-
ing agreed items covering naval
systems, air systems, and other
weapons systems, the formulation
of a roadmap for cooperation
under the 2015 US -India Joint
Strategic Vision for the Asia-
Pacific and Indian Ocean Region
and the conclusion of a technical
arrangement for sharing of mar-
itime “White Shipping” informa-
tion. 
However, one question that

should haunt the Modi government
is what India would gain by
extending its cooperation to the US
in its efforts to contain China? We
have not seen and do not hope that
the US would build pressure upon
China to ask Pakistan to stop spon-
soring terrorism against India from
its soil. In fact, the US pursues the
policy of containment and accom-
modation towards China. Thus,
while Washington does not wish to
directly confront China, impacting
its economic interests, it is focused
on promoting other countries to
assert against Beijing.

Modi
takeS
india

cloSeR
to the US
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Mr. speaker,

Mr. Vice President,

distinguished Members of the
u.s. Congress

ladies and gentlemen.

Iam deeply honoured by the invi-tation to address this joint meet-
ing of the US Congress. Thank
you Mr Speaker for opening the
doors of this magnificent capital.
This temple of democracy has
encouraged and empowered other
democracies the world over. It
manifests the spirit of this great
nation which is in Abraham
Lincoln's words was conceived in
liberty and dedicated to the propo-
sition that all men are created
equal. 

In granting me this opportunity,
you have honoured the world's
largest democracy and its 1.25 bil-
lion people. 
As a representative of the

world's largest democracy, it is
indeed a privilege to speak to the
leaders of its oldest.

honorIng democracy
Mr Speaker, two days ago I

began my visit by going to
Arlington National Cemetery, the
final resting place of many brave
soldiers of this great land. I honour
their courage and sacrifice for the
ideals of freedom and democracy.

‘India & US together can
make a difference’ 

full text of prime minister modi’s historic speech in the US congress

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi addressed US

Congress on  June 8th. He
became India's sixth Prime
Minister to speak at the US
Congress. Modi spoke on
issues ranging from cli-

mate change to terrorism,
defence and security coop-
eration to trade and eco-
nomic relationship.  He

congratulated the US for
empowering democracies

across the world.
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It was also the 72nd anniversary of
the D-Day. On that day, thousands
from this great country fought to
protect the torch of liberty. They
sacrificed their lives so that the
world lives in freedom.
I applaud, India applauds the

great sacrifices of the men and
women from the land of the free
and the home of the brave in serv-
ice of mankind. [PM Modi
applauds the Congress with claps]
India knows what this means,

because our soldiers have fallen in
distant battlefields for the same
ideals. That is why the threads of
freedom and liberty form a strong
bond between our two democra-
cies.
Mr Speaker, our nations may

have been shaped by diverse histo-
ries, cultures and faiths, yet our
belief in democracy for our nations
and our liberty for our countrymen
is common. The idea that all citi-
zens are created equal is the central
pillar of the American constitution.
Our founding fathers too shared
the same belief and sought individ-
ual liberty for every citizen of
India. There were many who
doubted India as a newly inde-
pendent nation. We reposed our
faith in democracy.

democracy aS eSSence of SoUl
Indeed, wagers were made on

our future. But the people of India
did not waiver. Our founders creat-
ed a modern nation with freedom,
democracy and equality  as the
essence of its soul, and in doing so
we they assured that we continue
to celebrate our age old diversity.
Today, across its individuals and
institutions, and in its villages and
cities, in streets and states,  are
anchored in equal respect for all
faiths. And in the melody of hun-
dreds of its languages and dialects,
India lives as one, India grows as

one, India celebrates as one.
Mr Speaker, modern India is in

its 70th year. For my government,
the constitution is its real holy
book. And in that holy book, free-
dom of faith, speech and franchise,
and equality of all citizens, regard-
less of background are enshrined
as fundamental rights.
Eight hundred million of my

countrymen may exercise the free-
dom of franchise once every five
years, but all the 1.25 billion of our
citizens have freedom from fear - a
freedom they exercise every
moment of their lives.
Distinguished members,

engagement between our two
democracies has been visible in the
manner in which our thinkers
impacted one another and shaped
the course of our societies.
Thoreau's idea of civil disobedi-
ence influenced our political
thoughts and similarly the call by
the great sage of India Swami
Vivekanand to embrace humanity,
was most famously delivered in
Chicago. Gandhi's non-violence
inspired the heroism of Martin
Luther King.
Today, a mere distance of three

miles separates Martin Luther

King Memorial at Tidal Basin
from the statue of Gandhi at
Massachusetts Avenue. This prox-
imity of memorials in Washington
mirrors the closeness of the ideas
and values they believed in. The
genius of Dr Bhimrao Babasaheb
Ambedkar was nurtured in the
years he spent at the Columbia
University a century ago. The
impact of US constitution on him
was reflected in his drafting of the
Indian constitution some three
decades later.

SImIlar IdealISm
Our independence was ignited

by the same idealism that fuelled
your struggle for freedom. No
wonder then, the former prime
minister of India Atal Bihari
Vajapyee called India and US nat-
ural allies. No wonder that the
shared ideals and common philos-
ophy of freedom shaped the
bedrock of our ties. No wonder
that President Obama has called
our partnership - the defining part-
nership of 21st century.
Mr Speaker, more than 15

years ago Prime Minister
Vajapayee stood here and gave a
call to step out of the shadow of
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hesitation of the past. The pages of
our friendship since then tell a
remarkable story. Today, our rela-
tionship has overcome the hesita-
tions of history. Comfort, candour
and convergence define our con-
versations. Through the cycle of
elections and transition of admin-
istrations, the intensity of engage-
ments has only grown, and in this
exciting journey the US Congress
has acted as it compass. You have
helped us turn barriers into bridges
of partnership.
In the Fall of 2008, when the

Congress passed the India-US
Civil Nuclear Cooperation
Agreement, it changed the very
colours of leaves of our relation-
ship. We thank you for being there
when the partnership needed you
the most. You have also stood by
us in times of sorrow. India will
never forget the solidarity shown
by the US Congress when terror-
ists from across our border
attacked Mumbai in November of
2008. And for this, we are grateful.
Mr Speaker, I am informed that

the working of the US Congress is
harmonious. Am also told that you
are well known for your biparti-
sanship. Well, you are not alone.

Time and again, I have also wit-
nessed a similar spirit in the Indian
Parliament, especially in Upper
House. So, as you can see, we
have many shared practices.

embracIng partnerShIp
Mr Speaker, this country

knows well that every journey has
its pioneers. The genius of Norman
Borlaug brought the Green
Revolution and food security to
my country. The excellence of
American universities nurtured
institutions of technology and
management in India. And I could
go on, but fast forward to the pres-
ent.
The embrace of our partnership

extend to the totality of human
endeavour. From the depths of the
oceans to the vastness of space,
our science and technology collab-
oration continues to help us in
cracking the age old problems in
the fields of education, public
health, food and agriculture. Ties
of commerce and investment are
flourishing. We trade more with
the US than with any other nation.
The flow of good services and

capital between us generates jobs
in both our societies. As in trade,

so in defence. Indian army per-
forms exercises with the US more
than any other partner. Defence
purchases have moved from
almost zero to $10 billion in less
than a decade. Out cooperation
also secures our cities and citizens
from terrorists and protects our
critical infrastructure from cyber
threats. Civil nuclear cooperation,
as I told President Obama yester-
day, is a reality.
Mr Speaker, our people to peo-

ple links are strong and there is a
close personal connect between
our societies. Siri, you are familiar
with the Siri, tells us that India's
ancient heritage of Yoga has over
30 million practitioners in the US.
It is estimated that more
Americans bend for Yoga than to
throw a curve ball. No Mr Speaker,
we have not yet claimed intellectu-
al property right on Yoga.
Connecting our two nations is

also a unique and dynamic bridge
of 3 million Indian Americans.
Today, they are among your best
CEOs, academics, astronauts, sci-
entists, economists, doctors and
even spelling bee champions.
They are your strength. They

are also the pride of India. They
symbolise the best of both of our
societies. Mr Speaker, my under-
standing of  great country began
long before I entered public office.
Long before assuming office, I
travelled coast to coast covering
more than 25 states of America. I
realised then that the real strength
of the US was in the dreams of its
people and the boldness of their
ambitions. Today, Mr Speaker, a
similar spirit animates India. Over
800 million youth are especially
impatient (sic). 

ambItIoUS to-do lISt
India is undergoing a profound

social and economic change. A bil-
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lion of its citizens are politically
empowered. My dream is to eco-
nomically empower them through
many social and economical trans-
formations. And do so by 2022 -
the 75th anniversary of India's
independence. My to-do list is
long and ambitious. But you will
understand it includes a vibrant
and rural economy with a robust
farming sector.
A roof over each head and elec-

tricity for all households. To train
and make millions of our youth
skilled, build 100 smart cities,
have broadband for a billion and
connect our villages to the digital
world. And create a 21st century
rail, road and port infrastructure.
These are not just aspirations but
goals to be reached in a finite time
frame, and to be achieved with
light carbon footprint and greater
emphasis on renewables.

×××
Mr Speaker, in every sector of

India's forward march, I see the
US as an indispensible partner.
Many of you also believe that a
stronger and prosperous India is in
America's strategic interest.  Let us
work together to convert shared
ideals into practical cooperation.
There can be no doubt that in
advancing this relationship, both
nations stand to gain. As  US busi-
nesses search for new areas of eco-
nomic growth, markets for their
goods, a pool of skilled resources
and a global location to produce
and manufacture, India could be
their ideal partner.
India's strong economy and

growth rate of 7.6 per cent per
annum is creating new opportuni-
ties for our mutual prosperity.
Transformative American tech-
nologies in India, and growing
investment by Indian companies in
the United States, both have a pos-
itive impact on the lives of our cit-

izens. Today, for the global
research and development centres
India is the destination of choice
for the US companies. Looking
eastward from India, across the
Pacific, the innovation strength of
our two countries comes together
in California.

We can make dIfference 
Here the innovative genius of

America and India's intellectual
creativity are working to shape
new industries of the future. Mr.
Speaker, the 21st century has
brought with it great opportunities,
but it has also come with its own
set of challenges. While some parts
of the world are islands of growing
economic prosperity, others are
mad in conflicts.
In Asia, the absence of an

agreed security architecture creates
uncertainty. Threads of terror are
expanding and new challenges are
emerging in cyber and outer
space.. and global institutions con-
ceived in 20th century seem unable
to cope with new challenges or
take on new responsibilities.
It is war of multiple transitions

and economic opportunities, grow-

ing  uncertainties and political
complexities, existing threats and
new challenges. our engagements
can make a difference by promot-
ing, cooperation not dominance,
connectivity not isolation, includ-
ing not excluding mechanisms,
respect for global commons and
above all for international rules
and norms.
India is  already assuming her

responsibilities in securing the
Indian ocean region,. a strong
India-US partnership can anchor
peace, prosperity , and stability
from Asia  to Africa and from
Indian ocean to the Pacific. It can
also help ensure security of the
sea-links of commerce and free-
dom of navigation on seas.
But the effectiveness of our co-

operation would increase if inter-
national institutions frame with the
mindset of the 21st century where
they reflect the reality of today.
Mr. speaker, before arriving in
Washington D.C., I had visited
Herat in western Afghanistan to
inaugurate Afghan-India friendship
dam built with Indian assistance. I
was also there on the Christmas
day last year  to dedicate to that
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proud nation its parliament , a tes-
timony to our democratic ties.
Afghans naturally recognise

that the sacrifices of America have
helped create a better life. But your
contribution in keeping the region
safe and secure is deeply appreci-
ated by even beyond and India too
has made an enormous contribu-
tion and sacrifices to support our
friendship with afghan people. A
commitment to re-build a peaceful
and stable and prosperous
Afghanistan is our sad objective.

let'S fIght terrorISm
It distinguished members not

just in Afghanistan but elsewhere
in south Asian and, globally terror-
ism remains the biggest threat. In
the territory stretching from the
west of India's border to Africa
form different names from
Lashkar-e-Taiba to Taliban to ISIS
but its philosophy is common of
hate, murder and violence.
Although, it is a shadow

spreading across the world, it is
intimated in India's neighbour-
hood. I commend the members of
US congress for sending a clear
message to those who preach and
practice terrorism for political
gains. Refusing the war is the first
step to our holding them account-
able for their actions.
The fight against terrorism has

to be fought at many levels and the
traditional tools of military intelli-
gence or diplomacy alone would
not be able to win this fight. Mr.
speaker, we have both lost civil-
ians and soldiers in combating ter-
rorism. The need of the hour is for
us to deepen our security coopera-
tion and base it on a policy that
isolates those who harbour and
support and sponsor terrorist. 
That does not distinguish

between good and bad terrorist and
that de-links religion from terror-

ism. Also for us to succeed, those
who believe in humanity must
come together to fight for each and
one and speak against this menace
in one voice.
Terrorism must be delegit-

imized. Mr. Speaker, the benefits
of our partnership extend not just
to the nation and regions that need
it the most. On our own, and by
combating our capacities we are
also responding to other global
challenges today when disaster
strikes and when humanitarian
relief is  needed. Far from our
shores, we have evacuated thou-
sands from Yemen, Americans,
Indians and others.
Near our homes, we have the

first responders during Nepal
earthquake, Maldives water crisis
and most recently during the land-
slide in Sri Lanka. We are also one
of the largest contributors of tools
to the UN peacekeeping opera-
tions. Often India and the US have
combined their strengths in science
and technology and innovation to
help fight hunger, poverty, disease
and literacy in different parts of the
world. The success of our partner-
ships has also opened up new
opportunities for lowering (39:42)
security and developing from Asia
to Africa.

balancIng reSponSIbIlItIeS
for greener tomorroW
And the protection of environ-

ment and caring for the planet in
central for our shared vision of a
just world. For us in India, to live
in harmony with mother earth is a
part of our ancient belief and to
take from nature only what is most
essential is a part of our Indian cul-
ture. Our partnership therefore
aims to balance responsibilities
with capability and it also focuses
on the new ways to increase the
availability and use of renewable

energy.
A strong US support for our

initiative to form an international
solar alliance is one such effort.
We are working together not just
for better future for ourselves, but
for the whole world. This has also
been the goal of our efforts in G20,
east-Asia summits and climate
change summits.
Mr. speaker, as we deepen our

partnership, there will be times
when we will have differing per-
spectives. But since our interests
and concerns converge, the auton-
omy in decision making and diver-
sity in our perspectives can only
add values to our partnership.
So as we embark on a new

journey and set new goals, let us
focus not just on routine matters
but also transform all areas. Ideas
which can focus not just on creat-
ing waves but also creating values
for our societies. Not just on
immediate gains but also long term
benefits.
Not just on solving best prac-

tices but also shaping partnerships
and not just on building a bright
future of our people but in being a
bridge to a more united human and
prosperous world and important
for the success of this journey
would be a need to view it with
new eyes with new sensitivities.
When we do this, we will

realise the full promise of this
extraordinary relations. Mr. speak-
er, in my final words and thoughts,
let me emphasize that our relation-
ship is prime for a momentous
future. The constraints of the past
are behind us and the foundations
of the future are in place.
In the lines of Walt Whitman,

the orchestra has sufficiently tuned
their instruments, the baton has
given the signal and to that, if I
might add, there is a new sympho-
ny in play. 
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It’s a historic movement. Womencombat pilots were inducted
into the Indian Air Force for the
first time. Mohana Singh,
Bhawana Kanth and Avani
Chaturvedi were commissioned by
defence minister Manohar Parrikar
on June 18th. The trio's commis-
sioning at an elaborate Combined
Graduation Parade ceremony at
the Air Force Academy in
Dundigal on the outskirts of
Hyderabad.
Defence minister said that the

ministry was working towards
bringing about “total gender parity

“in the armed forces. Parrikar was
responding to questions from
media-persons after the commis-
sioning the women fighter pilots
clarified that recruitment of
women in the armed forces was
not “need-based“, instead the
move was aimed at bringing about
“total gender parity“. However, he
maintained that there are certain
difficulties which will be dealt
with. “While I say this, there are
some technical, administrative dif-
ficulties in certain areas. So, step
by step, we will see that this parity
is achieved,”  he said.
Parrikar explained that the

number of women in the armed

forces will depend on factors such
as infrastructure. Describing the
inducting of women officers in a
combat role as a decision which
has “almost “been made, he said.
“I do not see any reason why the
government order (of inducting
women officers in combat roles)
will not become permanent and
the multiplication (of women
cadets) takes place, “he said. The
government, the defence minister
said, will overcome difficulties
step by step. “In certain cases, the
submarine has to be designed to
take both the genders because the
space availability is very less so
they have to designed in a partic-

Women fighter pilots
Sky iS no liMit
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ular manner. There are common
bathing and other facilities. So,
there will be some sort of difficul-
ty, “he said. Parrikar described the
graduation of the first woman
fighter pilot trio Mohana Singh,
Avani Chaturvedi and Bhawana
Kanth as a “red letter day“. He
said that the move would witness
more such women officers in the
future.
Fighter Pilots  Avani

Chaturvedi of Madhya Pradesh,
Mohana Singh of Rajasthan and
Bhawana Kanth of Bihar, all in
their early-20s, usher in a new
chapter for the Indian defence

forces, which have for long
opposed the induction of women
in combat roles. Mohana, Avani
and Bhawana awarded the
President's Commission as flying
officers of the fighter combat
stream by defence minister
Manohar Parrikar. They will then
be posted to either the Bidar or
Kalaikunda airbase to undertake
“transitional“ fighter training on
the Hawks, which includes learn-
ing intensive combat manoeuvres
and armament firing spread over a
year to ensure the rookie pilots
can handle highly-unforgiving old
fighters like MiG-21s or relatively
new multi-role ones like Sukhoi-
30MKIs and Mirage-2000s.
These three fighter pilots con-

sidering  themselves “lucky“ for
being the first women fighter
pilots in the IAF . Flying, the trio
said, gives a special feeling and it
is lucky as instructors and families
have been supportive. The trio
added that it felt confident as a lot
of time was spent in training with
instructors before “going solo“.
“We are feeling quite fortunate for
being the first ones. Anybody
could have got the opportunity,
but we have got it. We are very
happy about it,” said Bhawana
Kanth.
Bhawana, whose father is an

engineer at Indian Oil Company

and mother a homemaker, flying
“like a free bird “has been a child-
hood dream. This, she explained,
inspired her to join the IAF.
Getting the opportunity to opt for
the fighter stream is the “best and
biggest“ thing that has happened
to her, she said, adding that she
wants to fight for the nation and
make her parents proud. The fight-
er pilot, who hails from
Darbhanga in Bihar, said recover-
ing her aircraft from a solo spin at
20,000 feet at a time when
“doubts started creeping in”
boosted her confidence. No
stranger to flying, Avani, daughter
of an executive engineer and
homemaker mother, already had
flying hours to her credit at the

college flying club. This, she said,
inspired her to join the IAF which
she describes as a “golden oppor-
tunity“. She said her training
taught her that thinking quickly
and acting accordingly can pre-
vent a catastrophe. For Mohana,
whose father is a warrant officer
in the IAF and grandfather served
as a flight gunner at Aviation
Research Centre, being a part of
the defence forces was a foregone
conclusion. “I wanted to carry on
the family legacy of serving the
nation by being in defence and
what better way than fighter-fly-
ing, “she added.  With an aim to

fly the best of the IAF's fighter
aircraft, Mohana aspires to make
her parents proud of her. “I dream
of being a part of future combat
missions, and fight for the nation
when duty calls, “she added.
Though the glass ceiling in the

defence forces is now being grad-
ually broken, the Army and Navy
have no plans as of now to induct
women into the infantry, armoured
corps or artillery, nor allow them
to serve on board warships. Even
in the IAF, which has 94 women
pilots flying its helicopters and
transport aircraft, their entry into
the fighter combat stream as short-
service commission (SSC) officers
has been done on an “experimen-
tal basis“ for just five years.
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The struggle is said  for equali-
ty and justice for Muslim

women. In its struggle against oral
triple talaq, a practice in which a
man divorces his wife by merely
uttering “talaq“ thrice, the
Bharatiya Muslim Mahila Andolan
(BMMA) has begun gathering sig-
natures to demand the “legal abo-
lition“ of the unilateral method of
divorce. Signatures from Muslim
women have been obtained for the

cause. The move is a part of a
larger campaign run in various
states across the country to put an
end to the practice and has wit-
nessed 50,000 signatories so far.
According to a Hyderabad-

based activist associated with
BMMA, the idea is to involve
agencies of both the state and the
Centre. “We are sending the peti-
tion with the signatures to
women's commissions is various
states and also the National
Commission for Women (NCW).

It was on May 20 that the petition
from the city was sent to the AP
Women's Commission (APWC),“
said the BMMA an activist who
did not wish to be identified. For
their part, the APWC officials said
that they have received the peti-
tion. “We have received the peti-
tion recently . It will be forwarded
to the NCW,“ confirmed chairper-
son Tripurana Venkata Ratnam. In
the petition, the BMMA claimed
that women have ‘unanimously
demanded a legal ban on the prac-

campaign against
tRiPle talaq
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tice of oral unilateral divorce’. It
further claimed that a pan-India
study which it conducted has
revealed that 92 per cent Muslim
women want an end to the prac-
tice.
Meanwhile the State

Minorities Commission (SMC)
recommended a victim of unilater-
al talaq to implead in a case which
the Supreme Court had taken up
suo moto last October in what it
described was a matter of Muslim
women's quest for equality. The
commission was dealing with a
petition filed last December by
Atika Salwa Samad from
Nizamabad.  In her petition, the
victim had complained that her
husband Md Moqeed Pasha, a
sub-inspector of police, currently
with the district crime records
bureau in Sangareddy, Medak dis-
trict, and his family had subjected
her to physical and mental abuse.
The victim's father, M A Samad,
said that to their shock, it was
around three weeks ago that they
found out that Pasha had divorced
Atika. “We went to a hearing at a
court in Nizamabad and got to
know that he (Pasha) had divorced
my daughter. This was mentioned
when they filed a counter. Pasha
did not divorce my daughter in
person and neither were we
informed about the divorce direct-
ly,“ Samad said. The victim and
her father have taken the commis-
sion's advice seriously. They said
we only want justice and the
search for a lawyer is in progress.
Pasha's family chased us for the
marriage and even took Rs 5 lakh
as jode ki raqm (money for
clothes). After all this, they
harassed and demanded for more
dowry. Claiming that the
Nizamabad police's investigation
into her case is “biased“ and
against principles of natural jus-

tice, Atika filed another petition
with the commission last January.
She also accused cops of “shield-
ing the guilty“.
In a third petition filed on

March 21, Atika said that Pasha
had allegedly cheated another
woman, also from Nizamabad, as
he got engaged to her concealing
his marriage to the petitioner.
Explaining the details of the case,
commission chairman Abid
Rasool Khan said that he has writ-
ten to superintendent of police
(SP), Medak district recommend-
ing him to appear before the
minorities panel on June 10.
Further the SP, Nizamabad dis-
trict, where Pasha was previously
posted, has been asked to conduct
an impartial probe and also to pro-
vide legal aid to Atika.
“A similar case is being dealt

with by the apex court. Instead of
hearing this separately, we have
recommended that the petitioner
approach the Supreme Court.
Meanwhile, in order to protect the
petitioner, we have made recom-
mendations of the SPs of Medak
and Nizamabad. Atika was willing
to reconcile with Pasha but in
what came as a shock, she was
informed that the latter had

divorce her,“ Khan said. So far,
the commission has received over
50 cases of victims of oral triple
talaq, desertion and harassment.

“The instant method of divorce
has no mention in the Quran. In
fact the Quranic method requires
that the cou ple undergo a process
of mediation before divorce takes
place. Women who have been
divorced unilaterally are rendered
completely helpless as they have
no say in the whole process,“ an
excerpt from the petition reads.
Speaking to TOI over the

phone, Gujarat based BMMA co-
founder Zakia Soman said, “Oral
triple talaq is violative of Quranic
injuctions as it finds no mention in
it. The Quran, after all, is the fun-
damental source of Islamic
law.The practice of oral divorce is
patriarchal misrepresentation.“
The body which says that it is

fighting for Muslim women's
rights is all set to seek the support
of men in the city .“Though we
are to begin work in the city in a
full fledged manner, we are hope-
ful that courageous men join the
cause. Everything starts small and
eventually becomes big,“ she
said.
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This is the first time that Saina
had scaled two Chinese players

on her way to the title -she beat
Wang Yihan in the semi-final and
Sun in the final -a double blow that
is sure to dent Chinese confidence
in the run-up to Rio. Interestingly,
the 26-year-old mowed down two
former world champions that too in
straight games in the quarterfinals
(Rat chanok Intanon) and semi-
finals (Wang). More than the title
triumph Saina will take pride in
beating Ratchanok and Wang.
Saina came into the tourna-

ment, beleaguered and disappoint-
ed but determined to find a way to
beat top ranked players. In the last
few months she has been losing to
big players. But Down Under she
overcame that problem. “I came
into this tournament not expecting
to win it, “Saina told reporters and
rated her victories in the quarterfi-
nals and semis better than the final
win.” Today I wasn't feeling as
great as I felt when I beat
Ratchanok or Yihan this week,”
Saina added.

Saina's coach Vimal Kumar
said that her determination to win
made the difference. “She started a
bit slow today but I am happy to
see her attacking well. She did not
get the length as Sun was dictating
the rallies. The most important
thing today was her determined
play. She really wanted to win
badly and that made the difference.
In my opinion, she is moving
much faster and attacking than
ever before. This win should spur
her preparations for Olympics.
There is a lot of scope for
improvement and the next six to
seven weeks will help her prepare
better.
“When you have no aches and

pain and that you gain by doing the
right physical conditioning, you
can get to a level and play to your
potential. Saina to a certain extent
has been able to find a good bal-
ance in her workouts,” said Vimal
Kumar. Sun came with a plan to
disturb Saina's backhand smash
and unsettled the Indian by some
deceptive drops at the net. She
never allowed Saina to get into
rhythm in the first game.

The Hyderabadi, who was at
her aggressive best against Wang
on first day, completely changed
her strategy from the second game.
She was relentless in attack against
Yihan but on next day, Saina
lunged forward and quickly
stretched backwards, retrieving
almost everything thrown at her. 
The ploy to adopt a meticulous

net strategy worked as the six-foot
Sun struggled to pick the shuttle
closer to the net. With Saina return-
ing everything, an exasperated Sun
was seen gasping for breath. After
losing the second, Sun was up for
the challenge in the third. From 5-
8, she notched up five points to
move to 10-8. It was here that
Saina won a line challenge.
That point turned the tide in

Saina's favour. She soon moved
to14-11and rattled Sun with a body
smash. Sun made one last bid when
Saina was on the brink of victory at
20-17. She saved two match points
but hit one into the net as Saina
threw herself on the court in
delight. The Indian celebrated the
much needed victory by throwing
her racquet into the crowd.

Saina raises again
Saina Nehwal done it again. She ended
her fourteen month title drought by
winning her second Australian Open
Super Series title. On June 11th Saina
won the game with a 11-21, 21-14, 21-19
win over China's Sun Yu in Sydney and
gave the nation an indication that
she's peaking in time for the Rio

Olympic Games. The shuttler from
Telangana dug deep after losing the
first game to eclipse Sun in an energy-
sapping one-hour 11-minute con test,

the longest on the final day.
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BIONIC LEAF
SUNLIGHT TO
LIQUID FUEL

the days of drilling into the ground in the search for fuel may be numbered, because
if daniel nocera has his way, it'll just be a matter of looking for sunny

skies.Scientists have developed a bionic leaf that uses solar energy to split water
molecules and hydrogeneating bacteria to produce liquid fuels, that surpasses the

efficiency of photosynthesis seen in fastest growing plants.
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Harvesting sunlight is a trick
plants mastered more than a

billion years ago, using solar ener-
gy to feed themselves from the air
and water around them in the
process we know as photosynthe-
sis. Scientists have also figured
out how to harness solar energy,
using electricity from photovoltaic
cells to yield hydrogen that can be
later used in fuel cells. But hydro-
gen has failed to catch on as
a practical fuel for cars or for
power generation in a world
designed around liquid fuels.
Now scientists from a

team spanning Harvard
University's Faculty of Arts
and Sciences, Harvard
Medical School(HMS) and
the Wyss Institute for
Biologically Inspired
Engineering at Harvard

University have created a system
that uses bacteria to convert solar
energy into a liquid fuel. Their
work integrates an "artificial leaf,"
which uses a catalyst to make sun-
light split water into hydrogen and
oxygen, with a bacterium engi-
neered to convert carbon dioxide
plus hydrogen into the liquid fuel
isopropanol.
The findings are published

recently in Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences

(PNAS). The co-first authors are
Joseph Torella, a recent PhD grad-
uate from the HMS Department of
Systems Biology, and Christopher
Gagliardi, a postdoctoral fellow in
the Harvard Department of
Chemistry and Chemical Biology.
Pamela Silver, the Elliott T. and
Onie H. Adams Professor of
Biochemistry and Systems
Biology at HMS and an author of
the paper, calls the system a bionic
leaf, a nod to the artificial leaf

invented by the paper's senior
author, Daniel Nocera, the
Patterson Rockwood
Professor of Energy at
Harvard University.
"This is a proof of concept

that you can have a way of
harvesting solar energy and
storing it in the form of a liq-
uid fuel," said Silver, who is
Core Faculty at the Wyss
Institute. "Dan's formidable

It is interesting to know what this bionic (artifi-cial) leaf is and how it has been developed. Over
the last few years, great strides have been made in
creating artificial leaves that mimic the ability of
their natural counterparts to produce energy from
water and sunlight. In 2011, the first cost-effective,
stable artificial leaves were created, and in 2013,
the devices were improved to self- heal and work
with impure water. Now, scientists at Harvard have
developed the "bionic leaf 2.0," which increases the
efficiency of the system well beyond nature's own
capabilities, and used it to produce liquid fuels for
the first time.
The project is the work of Harvard University's

Daniel Nocera, who led the research teams on the
previous versions of the artificial leaf, and Pamela
Silver, Professor of Biochemistry and Systems
Biology at Harvard Medical School. Like the pre-
vious versions, the bionic leaf 2.0 is placed in water

and, as it absorbs solar energy, it's able to split the
water molecules into their component gases, hydro-
gen and oxygen. These can be harvested and used
in fuel cells to generate electricity, but now, with the
help of engineered bacteria, the hydrogen can be
used to produce liquid fuels.

Man made leaf!
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discovery of the catalyst really set
this off, and we had a mission of
wanting to interface some kinds of
organisms with the harvesting of
solar energy. It was a perfect
match." Silver and Nocera began
collaborating two years ago, short-
ly after Nocera came to Harvard
from MIT. They shared an interest
in "personalized energy," or the
concept of making energy locally,
as opposed to the current system,
which in the example of oil means
production is centralized and then
sent to gas stations. Local energy
would be attractive in the develop-
ing world.
"It's not like we're trying to

make some super-convoluted sys-
tem," Silver said. "Instead, we are
looking for simplicity and ease of
use." In a similar vein, Nocera's
artificial leaf depends on catalysts
made from materials that are inex-
pensive and readily accessible.
"The catalysts I made are extreme-
ly well adapted and compatible

with the growth conditions you
need for living organisms like a
bacterium," Nocera said.
In their new system, once the

artificial leaf produces oxygen and
hydrogen, the hydrogen is fed to a
bacterium called Ralstonia
eutropha. An enzyme takes the
hydrogen back to protons and
electrons, then combines them
with carbon dioxide to replicate--
making more cells.Next, based on
discoveries made earlier by
Anthony Sinskey, professor of
microbiology and of health sci-
ences and technology at MIT, new
pathways in the bacterium are
metabolically engineered to make
isopropanol.
"The advantage of interfacing

the inorganic catalyst with biology
is you have an unprecedented plat-
form for chemical synthesis that
you don't have with inorganic cat-
alysts alone," said Brendan Colón,
a graduate student in systems biol-
ogy in the Silver lab and a co-

author of the paper. "Solar-to-
chemical production is the heart of
this paper, and so far we've been
using plants for that, but we are
using the unprecedented ability of
biology to make lots of com-
pounds."
The same principles could be

employed to produce drugs such
as vitamins in small amounts,
Silver said. The team's immediate
challenge is to increase the bionic
leaf's ability to translate solar
energy to biomass by optimizing
the catalyst and the bacteria. Their
goal is 5 percent efficiency, com-
pared to nature's rate of 1 percent
efficiency for photosynthesis to
turn sunlight into biomass. "We're
almost at a 1 percent efficiency
rate of converting sunlight into
isopropanol," Nocera said. "There
have been 2.6 billion years of evo-
lution, and Pam and I working
together a year and a half have
already achieved the efficiency of
photosynthesis."
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Yog is a perfect and precise science prac-
tised by the vedic seers for thousands of

years and given to us in its pristine form,
through the ancient practice of Guru-shishya
parampara. The rules of yog stay the same
even today despite the lifestyles of individuals
undergoing a sea change.
Yog is not about rapid breathing exercises,

or tying yourself in knots, it is a beautiful jour-
ney of the self.  The benefits of yog have been
experienced by the practitioner when they have
taken up the practice in its entirety. Just as a
patient would benefit from the Doctor’s pre-
scription if and only if the patient takes the
medication in its entirety, similarly yog has to
be seen as a divine prescription, which cannot
be altered as per individual’s comfort for
acceptance. Further to reap the benefits of
these practices you have to practice them reg-
ularly because you cannot cure yourself of the
disease just by reading the prescription, you
need to take the medicine as well. Yog simply
put is union in, and union with, all spheres of
life. One does not have to renounce this world
and go to the mountains. A practitioner of yog
can lead a life of a householder, executing all
his or her responsibilities towards the family
and the society.
We are starting a series on specific practices

from Sanatan Kriya, which is Ashtang Yog in
its unadulterated form, which sadhaks at
Dhyan Foundation have  been practising for
years now and benefited on the physical, emo-
tional, mental and the financial planes. These
very practices have also been shared with hun-
dreds of people across the country and those
who are regular with their practice have also
reported positive changes in them. It is impor-
tant to note here that all these people are at
responsible positions in the society with jobs
or businesses and families to look after. Let us
start with the first step, abdominal breathing.
Sit down with your spine absolutely straight

on a firm but soft surface.
Sit in a clean, well-ventilat-
ed but not windy or cold
environment. Ensure that you’re sitting
without any support to your back.
Close your eyes and start breathing from
your nose. Throughout the entire asan do
not breathe from your mouth.
Now take your awareness to your abdomen.
Exhale very slowly and as you exhale pull
your abdomen in without bending the back.
Without holding your breath, start inhaling
slowly and start expanding your abdomen as
if the air was filling your abdominal cavity.
Once you have inhaled to your abdomen’s
full capacity, start exhaling again.
Repeat this process of abdominal inhalation
and exhalation for as long as possible with
a straight spine and without straining your-
self. Slowly reduce the speed of breathing
and increase the depth of your breath.
In this stressed out life of today all of us are

breathing at a fast pace. Physical, mental or
emotional stress increases the metabolism of
our body. Metabolism, simply put is the rate at
which energy is being consumed by the cells
of our body. This stress leads to a faster cell
burnout. This simple breathing technique
reduces the metabolism of the body thereby
increasing the life span of the cell but most
importantly without reducing the efficiency of
the individual.

Next issue we will cover some basic asans
which when done in conjunction with this
abdominal breathing will help bring your meta-
bolic rate to its optimal level. Yogi Ashwini is
the Guiding Light of Dhyan Foundation and an
authority on the Vedic Sciences. His book,
'Sanatan Kriya, The Ageless Dimension' is an
acclaimed thesis on anti-ageing.

Log onto to www.dhyanfoundation.com or
mail to dhyan@dhyanfoundation.com for

more.

Yogic Practices for a Beautiful,
Healthy Life: The Beginning

■ yogi AshwiNi
Founder, Dhyan Foundation
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Regular yoga practice can help
fight chronic lifestyle dis-

eases like hypertension, hormonal
imbalances, diabetes, reproducto-
ry disorders, and respiratory and
cardiovascular related health con-
cerns. Besides people with obesi-
ty, anxiety, constipation and
digestive disorders can benefit
significantly from practising
yoga, according to the experts.
From diabetes to high blood

pressure, high cholesterol to heart
problems, yoga can help you
combat many such health issues
that usually develop over the
years. Also, arthritis is one of the
most common problems among
elderly people and yoga is a great
way to tone it down and help the
body become more active and
flexible.  Individuals prone to
osteoporosis or are already suffer-
ing from the problem can gain a
lot from yoga as a daily life dis-
cipline which increases bone den-

sity and growth. To keep a watch
over increase in weight as well,
yoga proves to be very helpful
according to a Health, Lifestyle
and Wellness Consultants noted.
Yoga can improve blood flow

in the body and increase oxygen
supply to body cells. It helps
improve balance which tends to
become weak as one ages. What's
more, the benefits of yoga tran-
scend physical fitness alone.
Yoga is not limited to yog or
physical exercise. Scholarly stud-

Yoga:
Grow old
gracefully

Yoga can't give you immortality. But this ancient discipline of bringing union
between the body, mind and spirit can definitely help you fight age - both

physical and mental, say health and wellness experts.
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ies and research in this area have
strongly documented how yoga
helps in improving cognitive abil-
ities. Pranayama reportedly, helps
one to attain a better balance
between the right and left-brain
bringing more balance between
emotional and rational thinking.
Meditation facilitates a process of
introspection, and brings more
clarity and focus in one's life.
Regular yoga also improves
memory. A regular yoga practice
even for just 20-30 minutes daily
that is simple and involves varied
breathing exercises and mediation
is what experts would recom-
mend to remain sharp, alert and
for a balanced life.
A recent study published in

the Journal of Alzheimer's
Disease found that a three-month
course of Kundalini yoga and
Kirtan Kriya meditation practice
helped minimise the cognitive
and emotional problems that
often precede Alzheimer's disease
and other forms of dementia,

brain disorders that impair the
memory. Kirtan Kriya, which
involves chanting, hand move-
ments and visualisation of light,
has been practised for hundreds
of years in India as a way to pre-
vent cognitive decline in older
adults.  Yoga and meditation was
even more effective than the
memory enhancement exercises
that have been considered the
gold standard for managing mild
cognitive impairment, the find-
ings showed.
Historically yoga has been

thought to be beneficial in ageing
well, but this is the scientific

demonstration of that benefit. "If
you or your relatives are trying to
improve your memory or offset
the risk for developing memory
loss or dementia, a regular prac-
tice of yoga and meditation could
be a simple, safe and low-cost
solution to improving your brain
fitness," suggested Helen
Lavretsky, professor in residence
in the department of psychiatry,
University of California-Los
Angeles,. Yoga forms like asana,
pranayama and a regular devotion
towards meditation are such
strong tools that they are bound
to invigorate the brain help
enhance the power of the mind
and stimulate the nervous system
as well. Yoga should be taken
seriously as results from it are
long-lasting and life-changing for
sure. However, with many differ-
ent types of yoga being practised
today, it is important for you to
find out with the help of experts
which type of yoga meets your
needs.

historically yoga has
been thought to be ben-

eficial in ageing well, but
this is the scientific

demonstration of that
benefit.
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Three weeks to go (at the time
of writing ) for the release of

the film. The Rajanikath starrer
Kabali already made Rs 200 crore
business. Millions of Rajani fans
world over eagerly waiting for the
move. What is this cinema all
about? Why so much of talk?
Kabali is an action movie.
Simultaneously produced in
Tamil, Telugu, Hindi dubbed into
Chinese, Thai, Malay, Japanese
languages. All these versions are
scheduled for release for July 15.
When other is to be released in
respective languages speaking
countries Tamil version will be
worldwide release. The release of
the film will once more bring out
the Rajinikanth films reach,
strength, and kabali written and
directed by Pa Ranjith. produced
by Kalaipuli S Thaanu under his
V Creation. The film stars
Rajinikanth, Radhika Apte,
Kishore, Kalaiyarasan, Dhansika,
and Dinesh Ravi. Santhosh
Narayanan to compose music and

Murali J to handle the
Cinematography. Editing by
Praveel KL. It is being released
3000 screens in Tamil – Telugu
and 5000 plus screens in China –
Hong kong.

Kabali has everything for a
hard-core Rajini fan, but it treads
beyond that, Ranjith said.
Heroism is to look at zillions of
Rajani fans and there's not going
to be any 'super heroism or super-
human action' and still winning an
unprecedented build-up for the
movie.
Who and what's Kabali?

Kabali is a self confident, angry
man. But he doesn't talk punch
dialogues. He talks only thought-
ful dialogues which will touch
your heart. In Kabali Rajini
Superstar has given a reality per-
formance. Kabali runs a school
for the kids, which got affected in
the gangster fights, 'Kalaiyarasan'
acts as the teacher Tamilkumarn.
Attakathi Dinesh is the son of
another gangster gets impressed
by Kabali and he joins in Kabali's
group.

Bussiness
crossed `200 cr 

THAT IS
KABALI!
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Radhika Apte has lived as gar-
den worker 'Kumudhavalli'. Actor
Kishore is playing the role of
Malaysian gangster who is oppo-
site to Kabali. Taiwan born
Chinese actor 'Winston Chao' is
another big don who is challeng-
ing Villain for Superstar.
Filmed in India, Thailand and

Malaysia, Kabali talks about the
life of Tamil people in Malaysia.
Rajinikanth is Kabaliswaran in
the film, a commoner who
becomes a gangster because of
certain circumstances. It's a biog-
raphical movie. This is an emo-
tional film. There are ingredients
for hard-core fans, but it goes
beyond that. Rajinikanth comes in
three getups representing three
phases in the life of the protago-
nist. There are action scenes and
songs, but it is not a fans-only
film. The film brings out the real
Rajinikanth, there's action and
heroism, but no super heroism or
superhuman action. It is more in
the real plane. It is for everyone.
Director, reportedly tensed

because people have so many
aspirations about it. He has put all
hid efforts into this movie to
make it the best. And is still trying
to... Those behind the scenes have
opined that it is a good film; how-
ever the audience has to decide.
Director has brought his state of
mind to the notice of Rajanikanth.
Superstar said: "Ranjith, this film
is for you. In the near past, no
film of mine has elicited so much
of interest before its release. You
be brave, only good will hap-
pens.” Rajini is known for his
humility and love. He cares for
each one in the set. Only he can
be termed as Superstar on screen
and off screen
Film has generated so much

interest in cinema goers other than
his hard-core fans. AirAsia, a low-

cost airline, has signed up as offi-
cial airline partner for Kabali.
With the movie script requiring an
airline to be featured in the film,
AirAsia aircraft was used in a few
sequences said a spokesperson for
AirAsia India. This not for the
first time that AirAsia associating
with a film. In the past, AirAsia
was associated with a few movies
such 3, Samar, Neram and Maan
Karate, the spokesperson said.
But this time AirAsia will cus-
tomise in-flight menu to promote
the movie and sell Kabali-themed
in-flight merchandise. A couple of
other promotions are being
planned around the release of the
movie. Amar Abrol, CEO,
AirAsia India, said in the press
release that Kabali has already
generated a lot of buzz even
before its release. The delight and
celebration is only going to get
better with all the action being
planned around the movie release.
A special flight being organ-

ised for film goers of Kabali first
day show. This special flight serv-
ice will be from Bangalore to
Chennai on July 15th. Starts at
6:10 AM from
Bangalore and reaches
Chennai by 7:10 AM.
Takes film goers to the-
atre. After watching
Kabali brings them back
to Bangalore by 4PM.

This with a fare of  Rs. 7860/-
inclusive of flight ticket, movie
ticket, audio cd, breakfast, lunch,
snacks, soft drinks and to and fro
charges from Chennai airport to
the theatre and vice versa.
Producer Thanu feels Kabali

will do Rs 300 crore because the
response has been tremendous.
The number of theatres and view-
ers are set to increase for Kabali
and people will watch it many
times. When I asked someone
why they're paying such a huge
amount to buy this Rajini film,
they said that there are many fam-
ilies who come to the theatre only
to watch a Rajini film. Rajini fans
ranges from the age of 5 to 80!
His personality is so magnetic and
charming. “The amount of hard
work he puts in is tremendous.
Given the amount of success he
has had and the fact that anyone
who makes a film with him gets
100% profit, he has no ego and
only thinks of the good of the pro-
ducer, exhibitors, distributors,
crew, cast, fans and people. Rajini
makes a lot of sacrifices for oth-
ers.” Says  Kabali producer.
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On out side most of the people
around look like proud and self

confident. But if can peep into their
minds by talking to them for some
time soon we will know many of
them are actually  many of them  live
in a state of constant guilt. They feel
guilty if they spend a cent on them-
selves. They feel guilty if they are not
constantly at the beck and call of
someone else. They feel guilty if
anything goes wrong in the life of
any of their loved ones, because,
somehow, they should have pre-
vented it.  Few others feel guilty be-
cause their behavior and their values
are frequently at odds.  This constant
feeling of guilt first leads deteriora-
tion of their self esteem. Believe me,
eventually it also makes us loose op-
portunities to advance in almost all
spheres of life. 
Can’t we get out of the cloches of

Guild and take charge of our lives?
The answer is emphatic YES.  Here
are some personal strategies and
ways to plan ahead so as to not feel
guilty.
If you don't want others to know

about something you are about to do,
then that is a signal that you are
ashamed of it. Solution - Examine
your motives.  Why are you contem-
plating a particular action? If you will
eventually need to explain to anyone
else why you did it, will you be will-
ing to be honest about it? If not -
don't do it.
Understand that you are as wor-

thy of care and attention as anyone
else, and it is not wrong to nurture
yourself.  Whether it is taking time
for yourself, spending money on
yourself, or eating good snack while

you are watching your favorite stars
movie in theatre you are entitled, and
you do not need to feel guilty. Set
your own values according to what
you believe.  When we are very
young and do not know right from
wrong we need to learn values from
someone. As we grow older, we need
to develop our own values, according
to our beliefs. It may be that those
values will be
the same
as the
o n e s
were given
when young.
Or not.
What is
impor-
tant is
that we
have examined
them, and made
our own choices.

Identify and dismiss your judges.
Most people who suffer from unnec-
essary guilt do so because there is a
little judge sitting (symbolically) on
their shoulders. It may be the voice
of an angry parent, a mocking older
sister, a judgmental teacher, or some-
one else who judged you when you
were young and not old enough to
have developed your own values and
conscience. Recognize that you are
now old enough to make your own
decisions, to decide on your own val-
ues. When your behavior is based on
your own decisions and you hear the
judge whispering guilt into your ear,
smile. Turn your head. Whisper
"Goodbye!" and gently blow the
judge off your shoulder. This ritual
will help you to become aware that

the judge's values are not necessarily
your values.

Understand that you have done
the best you could with the tools that
you thought you had. You could do
no more. If you now realize that it
was not enough, reach out to get
some more tools, tools to help you
become more of who

you really want to
be.  The only way to make right the
past is to make right the future.

Integrate yourself, do not live
different lives, or be different people,
in different settings. A person who is
one person at work and lives accord-
ing to completely different values at
home lives in fear of being found out
and cannot always live according to
his/her true values. 

If you are still in doubt, talk with
someone you trust, a Life coach or a
counselor.  NOT with
someone who will advise you to

do what they think you want to do. If
you still have any doubts about
whether or not it is right to do some-
thing, ask yourself this question. The
answer will be your guide.

-Rammohan Apparasu.                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
locallifecoach@gmail.com

GET BACK YOUR TRUE SELF
BY GUILT-FREE LIVING
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The world has fallen in love
with yoga. Millions of people

all over the world have joined to
do yoga on  second International
Yoga Day on June 21st. Ignoring
the dikkats and fatwas they have
gathered to take up lifelong health
improving techniques of centuries.
The Prime Minister Narendra
Modi joined over 30,000 people in
Chandigarh for an early-morning
yoga session, calling for a public
campaign to fight diseases like
diabetes through the ancient phys-
ical-spiritual discipline. Dressed in
a white T-shirt and matching
trousers along with a scarf, Modi
performed `asanas', as others also
stretched, bent and twisted their
bodies at the city's Capitol
Complex. Millions across India
and abroad celebrated the as
Union ministers travelled to cities
to join sessions.
Before the 45-minute session

began, Modi urged people to
embrace the country's cultural
export for better physical and

mental health. “Yoga trainers must
continue with what they do, but
diabetes must be their main
focus,“ Modi said. He told school
children, residents and govern-
ment employees to make yoga
part of their life as the zero-budget
exercise does not differentiate
between rich and poor, and is
accessible to all. “Just as the
mobile phone is now a part of
your life, make yoga too a part of
your life,“ he said. The PM said
Yoga Day has become a mass
movement like no other in the
world, after the UN proclaimed
June 21 as International Day of
Yoga. Modi also announced two
awards, which, he said, would be
given from next year for the best
contributions to yoga at interna-
tional and national levels.Modi
said he had an old relationship
with Chandigarh. “No place could
be better than Capitol Complex in
Chandigarh,“ he said.
Christian-dominated Mizoram

observed Yoga Day for the first
time despite church bodies dis-
tancing itself from the event.The

event took place in the Assam
Rifles grounds in Aizawl. More
than 1,000 yoga enthusiasts took
part in the celebrations despite
early morning showers. Governor
Lt. Gen. Nirb hay Sharma, who
was the chief guest at the func-
tion, brushed aside the churches'
concerns about yoga being part of
Hindu philosophy and said the
celebrations would also boost the
states Healthy Mizoram cam-
paign.
Mizoram Kohhran Hruaitute

Committee (MKHC), a conglom-
erate of 13 major churches, had
urged its members to refrain from
practising yoga. While the church-
es did not object to the govern-
ment propagating yoga, they
described the practice as some-
thing that could dilute the doctrine
of Christianity . An MKHC meet-
ing on June 2 had resolved “yoga
exercises may heal some illnesses,
but Christians cannot use it to
replace the eternal healing of
Christ.“Members had also
expressed fear that yoga might be
used to convert Christians.

WoRld
bendS

foR
yoga
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India has done well in reducingstunting(under-nutrition) over the
last decade. But the growing number
of overweight people, particularly
those prone to diabetes, may be a
cause of concern, the Global Nutri-
tion Report (GNR), 2016, says. It
points out that the prevalence of
adult diabetes in India was recorded
at 9.5% in 2015, against a global av-
erage of per cent. It also calls for ur-
gent attention to tackle the rising
percentage of the overweight in
India, in particular the high rate of
diabetes among them. 
According to the latest estimates

of the World Health Organisation,
the number of Indians with diabetes
doubled from 32 million in 2000 to
63 million in 2013, and is projected
to balloon to 101.2 million in the
next 15 years. “India is in double
jeopardy . It always had under nutri-

tion, and (now) there is ever growing
threat of over nutrition and diabetes.
Public health policies must be

strengthened to fight both, par-
ticularly the latter,“ said

Dr Anoop Misra,
chairman,

Fortis C-DOC.
The report also highlights India's

growing burden of non-communica-
ble diseases. It shows cardiovascu-
lar disease patients in India spent
30% of their annual family income
on related healthcare. The report, a
peer reviewed publication, was pro-
duced by an independent expert
group with members from several
premier institutions such as Unicef
and Johns Hopkins University.
The GNR partnered with World

Health Organisation (WHO) re-
leased on June 14 reveals that out of
six states that have declared com-
mitment to nutrition in the form of
an independent state nutrition mis-
sion only two states have clear,
measurable time-bound targets for
improvements in nutrition out-
comes. Only two of the six states
have clear, measurable targets for
nutritional outcomes - Uttar Pradesh
State Nutrition Mission and

Odisha’s Nutrition Operation Plan.
The action plan of Maharashtra’s
Rajmata Jijau Mother-Child Health
and Nutrition Mission includes
monitoring of 10 important indica-
tors related to maternal and child
health but does not specify measur-
able targets and time frames for
these indicators. The states of Gu-
jarat, Madhya Pradesh, and Kar-
nataka do not include any specific
targets in their mission state-
ments,” states the report.
Commenting on this report,

state health commissioner J P
Gupta said, “The data on which
these findings are based must not
be updated. Gujarat running the
biggest campaign against malnutri-
tion under ‘Kuposhan Mukt Gujarat
Maha Abhiyan’ launched on May
24, 2015 by Chief Minister
Anandiben Patel. We have screened
over 50 lakh children and not fo-
cussing on one but several targets,
including anaemia, women in repro-
ductive age as well as mothers.”
Though still home to one third of

the world's 159 million stunted chil-
dren aged below five years, India has
witnessed a sharp decline in the
prevalence of stunting, from 48% in
2006 to 38.7% in 2014. Stunting, de-
fined by Unicef as the most preva-
lent form of under-nutrition,
develops as a result of sustained poor
dietary intake or repeated infections
or both. The report said there is real
hope that India can become a major
part of the solution (to malnutrition).
It almost doubled the rate of stunting
reduction in the past 10 years com-
pared with the previous decade. 

Country to face
diabetes explosion
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Koshali is a language of
Western Odisha. It still strug-

gling for recognition. But 66-year-
old Koshali poet Haldhar Nag has
successfully carved his path to
winning the Padma Sri Award for
his contribution to literature, bring-
ing in much deserved appreciation
for both his work and the language
as well. His work, now a thesis
subject for five PHD students of
Sambalpur University. 
Haldhar Nag always found clad

in a simple dhoti and vest with a
traditional Sambalpuri angabastra
wrapped around his neck, and for-
ever bare-footed. He has received
the Padma Sri award this year is a
striking image of humility and wis-
dom. A poetic genius, ‘Lok Kabi
Ratna’ or ‘People’s Poet’ as he is
fondly referred to as, Nag aston-
ishes with his sharp, unfailing
memory as he recited all the 52
pages of his poetry book without
even referring to the book or drop-
ping a word once in between. 
Haldhar Nag eventful journey

that started from a remote village
of Ghens in Bargarh district.
Halder has made this poetic jour-
ney of becoming a proud recipient
of Padma Sri for literature. His life
has been always difficult in pover-
ty. Born to poor parents, their fam-
ily made a living from working as

daily wage labourers.
Orphaned at the age of 10,
Haldhar had to look after
himself as he was the
youngest and the rest
were married and settled.
Circumstances com-
pelled him to drop out of
school too. Subsequently
took up a menial job of a
dishwasher at a nearby
hotel for two years to feed
self. Later with the village
sarpanch’s help, he was
employed at the village
high school hostel with a
meagre pay of Rs. 8.
Working there for nearly 16 years
and later moved on to open a small
stationery shop with a loan of Rs.
1000 from the Balangir Gramya
Bank.  “But since childhood, I
always had an inclination towards
our native folk songs and was
quite fluent in singing Krushna
Guru Bhajan, Dal Khaee,
Rasarakeli, Mayela Jhada and
many others. Besides singing I was
also fond of writing them down
and teaching others too” Said
Haldhar. Gradually, he has devel-
oped an interest towards writing
poetry and joined a group called
Abhimanyu Sahitya Sansad that
held frequent reading sessions on
Odia literature. That further pro-
voked his curiosity. He has picked
up an anthology of poems by cele-

brated Odia poets. Thereafter con-
tinued imitating some poetic tech-
niques from their writings and
imbibed them into mine till he
could carve own style of writing. It
was during this period that his first
poem, ‘Dhodo Bargachh’ (The Old
Banyan Tree) was published in Art
and Artist, a local Sambalpur-
based magazine in 1990. As more
appreciation started flowing in for
my work, he continued penning
down more poems. It was in the
year 1997, an institution named
Prayog in Cuttack conferred on
him the title of Lok Kabi for the
first time. Many such awards and
felicitations came his way indicat-
ing the increasing appreciation
among people for Haldhar’s writ-
ings. This encouraged him to write

An Incredible
Poet, 

Haldhar Nag!
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even more. This journey continued
till Padma Shri happened. “My
journey with literature will contin-
ue till I live and my poetry finds a
place in people’s hearts.” Says Lok
Kabi in firm voice. 
Has receiving the Padma Shri

made a difference to your life and
work of Haldhar? No. He does not
believe than any poet writes for the
love of awards. For him, writing
poetry is what he loves and awards
are a way of motivation for doing
what he loves! He feels a sense of
achievement when people identify
their life and emotions with his
poems. “I am honoured to have
received the Padma Shri award
from the President of India and it
has certainly made a difference
with the recognition it has brought
to my state and Odia literature. But
I would be happier the day, the
language I write in (Koshali),
receives constitutional recogni-
tion.” Says Haldhar.
Haldhar has not only con-

sciously chosen poetry as his

medium expression but feels that is
the best to his chosen themes for
presenting his creative thoughts.
Poetry, he says, is a profound
medium of expression of human
emotions and thoughts. Be it
mythology, history, social issues or
tragic experiences. He always
experiment with and explore the
unexplored aspects of human life
through his poetry. He focuses on
instilling a progressive idea to
whatever subject he is dealing with
and use poetry to give a new direc-
tion to the readers’ thoughts. One
such obvious example of experi-
mentation can be seen in his verse
‘Maha Sati Urmila’ where Devi
Urmila has always been the neg-
lected of all characters in
Ramayana. “Experimenting with
many poetic devices, I have tried
to certify Urmila as the “maha
sati” among all other female char-
acters in the epic.” Says Haldhar.
This poet who writes little

known Koshali, a language con-
fined to Western Odisha is confi-

dent that language is no barrier. He
feels languages may be in millions,
but there is only one literature- lit-
erature that invades minds and
hearts universally. History has wit-
nessed that languages are born and
they die but literature becomes
immortal by way it mirrors human
lives. It will always travel beyond
the limitations of language and
time as human emotions are the
same everywhere through the ages.
A few of his works have already
been translated into Hindi, English
and Bengali. With the recognition
that Padma Sri has given him,
there are more offers to have
Haldhar’s work translated in more
languages.
Lok Kabi advices youth should

read more. He reminds them that
unlike other mediums like films,
literature is immortal, be it in any
language and it has always been
the guiding light for the society in
times of crisis. So youth must con-
tribute in keeping it alive and
enriching it at every stage. 
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The researchers have recovered perhaps the oldest pottery from
the civilization. They have used a technique called `optically
stimulated luminescence' to date pottery shards of the Early

Mature Harappan time to nearly 6,000 years ago and the cultural levels
of pre-Harappan Hakra phase as far back as 8,000 years. “We
unearthed evidence of different cultural levels that mark the progress
of the civilization. In the earliest stages people dug pits in which they
lived. Then, there is evidence of crude pottery and ornaments made by
hand. In the later stages, more sophistication is seen -the jewellery is
fire-baked,“ said Anindya Sarkar, head of the department of geology
and geophysics at IIT- Kharagpur.
The team had set out to prove that the civilisation proliferated to

other Indian sites like Bhirrana and Rakhigarhi in Haryana, apart from
the known locations of Harappa and Mohenjo Daro in Pakistan and
Lothal, Dholavira and Kalibangan in India. They took their dig to an
unexplored site, Bhirra na -and ended up unearthing something much
bigger. The excavation also yielded large quantities of animal remains
like bones, teeth, horn cores of cow, goat, deer and antelope, which
were put through Carbon 14 analysis to decipher antiquity and the cli-
matic conditions in which the civilisation flourished, said Arati
Deshpande Mukherjee of Deccan College, which helped analyse the
finds along with Physical Research Laboratory , Ahmedabad.

Indus era 8000 yrs. old  
Scientists from IIt-kharagpur and the
archaeological Survey of India have
evidence to push Indus valley
civilisation another 2500 years back.
they have uncovered evidence that
the Indus valley civilisation is at least
2,500 years older than believed, and
a pre-harappan civilization existed
for at least 1,000 years before it. the
discovery  was published in the
`nature' journal on may 25. It may
force a global rethink on the timelines
of the so-called `cradles of civiliza-
tion'. So far, it was believed that the
Indus valley settlements date back
5,500 years. the scientists also
believe they know why the civilization
ended around 3,000 years ago -cli-
mate change. now it may be time to
rewrite history textbooks. 
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The researchers believe the
Indus Valley Civilisation -stretching
to the banks of the now “lost“
Saraswati river or the Ghaggar-
Hakra river -but this has not been
studied enough because what we
know so far is based on British
excavations. “ At the excavation
sites, we saw preservation of all cul-
tural levels right from the pre-Indus
Valley Civilisation phase (9,000-
8,000 years ago) through what we
have categorised as Early
Harappan (8,000-7,000 years
ago) to the Mature Harappan
times,“ said Sarkar.
The late Harappan phase

witnessed large-scale de-
urbanisation, drop in popula-
tion, abandonment of
established settlements, lack of
basic amenities, violence and even
the disappearance of the Harappan
script, the researchers say.
They have analysed the oxygen

isotope composition in the bone and
tooth phosphates of these remains to
unravel the climate pattern. The
oxygen isotope in mammal bones
and teeth know to preserve the sig-
nature of ancient meteoric water and
in turn the intensity of monsoon
rainfall. This  study shows that the
preHarappan humans started inhab-
iting this area along the Ghaggar-
Hakra rivers in a climate that was
favourable for human settlement
and agriculture. “The monsoon was
much stronger between 9000 years
and 7000 years from now and prob-
ably fed these rivers making them
mightier with vast floodplains,“
explained another researcher
Deshpande Mukherjee.

a mohenjo daro-lIke Settle-
ment In tn
When researchers focused work

has thrown light  Indus era in south
is Archaeological Survey of India
has came up with some interesting

evidences about
Mohenjo Daro-
like settlement.
With structure
after structure

surfacing from under the soil, the
massive scale of an ancient urban
centre that lies buried at Pallisanthai
Thidal in Sivaganga district of
Tamil Nadu is emerging.
The second phase of the work

undertaken by excavation branch
VI, Bangalore, of the
Archaeological Survey of India sug-
gests that the settlement at Keeladi
village could be as large as the ones
in Harappa and Mohenjo Daro. The
excavations reveal a wellbuilt urban
centre with many amenities. After
exploration works on the Vaigai
riverbed in 2013-14, the office of
the superintending archaeologist,
excavation branch VI in Bangalore,
shortlisted Keeladi village for exca-
vation. The first phase of the study
carried out in 2015 unearthed vari-
ous antiquities, iron implements and
earthenware, both foreign and local-
ly made. The pot shreds of Arretine
dating back to 3 BC proved foreign
trade existed in the region during the
period.
As the phase I study concluded

that this was an ancient urban habi-
tation site, the ASI went for the next
phase of excavation at Keeladi.

According to archaeologists work-
ing at the site, the results of phase II
in 53 excavation trenches are over-
whelming. The mound where
researchers are ex cavating is of 3.5
km circumference in 80 acres of pri-
vate agricultural land.  They are
finding structure after structure of
the habitation site, the first of its
kind in Tamil Nadu. It could be a
huge urban settlement of independ-
ent civilization on the banks of the
Vaigai,“ said K Amarnath
Ramakrishna, superintending
archaeologist. The current excava-
tion will go on till September. It is
lending much credence to the narra-
tive in Sangam literature that throws
light on the ancient Tamil way of
life. The literature speaks volumes
about the public and personal lives
of rulers and the people of Tamil
Nadu some 2000 or more years ago.
However, there had been no solid
evidence in archaeology to support
the Sangam way of life.
Madurai Kanchi, Nedunalvadai

and Paripadal in the literature speak
about the Madurai and Pandya king-
doms in the region. “These books
talk about the personal lives of kings
and queens, their palaces and their
way of life. But we could not know
exactly where the city mentioned in
these texts existed,“ says
researchers.
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Savitri, a legendary south
Indian film star is long

remembered even after decades
of her sad demise. A Telugu-
Tamil bilingual biopic is being
produces on the life this
Mahanati. Nag Ashwin, who
received acclaim for his work on
Nani's Yevade Subramanyam making it. “The film has been titled
Mahanati, and it'll be a period drama set in the golden era. With
massive set pieces, the film will be unlike anything we've explored
in Indian cinema. I've just finished the script and should finalize
the cast soon, “he said.

Ashwin, who spent the last six months in research, feels it's
time to revisit and understand why Savitri is considered a legend.
Though there was tragedy in Savitri's life, he wants this story to
be a celebration of the veteran. Actually Ssavtri is a multi talented
actress. She was a comedian, prankster and the funniest person.Richa resents

families rule
in Bollywood 

Biopic on
Mahanati

Film industry weather it is
Tollywood or Bollywood,

basically families business. In
spite of talent and good
appearance an outsider has to
face discrimination, drudgery.
No new comer dares to men-
tion leave away talking about
it. But Richa Chadha did it.
may not boast of `family con-
nections' in Bollywood, yet she
has climbed up the ranks by
appearing in `offbeat' films
and has successfully managed
to carve a niche for herself.  

In a recent TEDx confer-
ence, she delivered a talk
where Richa touched upon
several topics including
Bollywood's notoriously nepo-
tistic ways.

It’s unusual ‘love’ for subor-
dinates. The police chief of

Telangana Anurag Sharma
had given a pleasant surprise
to his staff in the state. The
soft spoken, taskmaster had
‘Sweet news’ for police when
he announced that the
Telangana police want to rec-
ommend to the state govern-
ment to transfer traffic
regulation responsibility to the
transport department. But
police would like to have
power of ‘penalising’ erring
motorists. 

With this recommendation Telangana police can simply trans-
fer head ache of regulating on roads and stand near junctions and
issuing chalans to fill government coffers. By the way, the police
department is willing to forego the existing traffic duties and the
revenue accrued from it. But a little price for shedding a huge
responsibility is good deal.

DGP’s Anuragam to TS police
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